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ABSTRACT

Along with the continuous engagement with technology, many latency-sensitive interactive applications have emerged, e.g., global content sharing in social networks, adaptive lights/temperatures in smart buildings, and online multi-user games. These applications typically process a massive amount of data at a global scale. In this cases, distributing storage and processing is key to handling the large scale. Distribution necessitates handling two main aspects: a) the placement of data/processing and b) the data motion across the distributed locations. However, handling the distribution while meeting latency guarantees at large scale comes with many challenges around hiding heterogeneity and diversity of devices and workload, handling dynamism in the environment, providing continuous availability despite failures, and supporting persistent large state.

In this thesis, we show how latency-driven designs for placement and data-motion can be used to build production infrastructures for interactive applications at a global scale, while also being able to address myriad challenges on heterogeneity, dynamism, state, and availability. We demonstrate a latency-driven approach is general and applicable at all layers of the stack: from storage, to processing, down to networking.

We designed and built four distinct systems across the spectrum. We have developed Ambry (collaboration with LinkedIn), a geo-distributed storage system for interactive data sharing across the globe. Ambry is LinkedIn’s mainstream production system for all its media content running across 4 datacenters and over 500 million users. Ambry minimizes user perceived latency via smart data placement and propagation. Second, we have built two processing systems, a traditional model, Samza, and the avant-garde model, Steel. Samza (collaboration with LinkedIn) is a production stream processing framework used at 15 companies (including LinkedIn, Uber, Netflix, and TripAdvisor), powering >200 pipelines at LinkedIn alone. Samza minimizes the impact of data motion on the end-to-end latency,
thus, enabling large persistent state (100s of TB) along with processing. Steel (collaboration with Microsoft) extends processing to the emerging edge. Integrated with Azure, Steel dynamically optimizes placement and data-motion across the entire edge-cloud environment. Finally, we have designed FreeFlow, a high performance networking mechanisms for containers. Using the container placement, FreeFlow opportunistically bypasses networking layers, minimizing data motion and reducing latency (up to 3 orders of magnitude).
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

In this era of increased engagement with technology, many latency-sensitive applications, or so called interactive applications have emerged. For example, we expect social networks to show our uploaded photos and videos immediately to all our friends (within seconds); ad campaigns to orient and update ads based on the current (at most the past few minutes of) user activity; Internet of Things (IoT) environments, like smart cities, to process and react to sensor data within seconds; and multi-user online games to support delays of a couple milliseconds. The sensitivity to latency is diverse across the applications, from milliseconds to even minutes. However, in all cases, being reactive with low latency is a governing factor with impacts on safety, engagement, or revenue [1–6].

In addition, a major portion of these interactive applications, are operating at a massive scale from a large region (e.g., smart city) to even the entire globe (e.g., social networks). When building an interactive application at a global scale, distributing the computation and data becomes key. Distribution originates two main questions to be solved. First, where to place the distributed processing or data (placement)? Second, how to move and propagate data across the distributed locations (data-motion)?

At large scale, providing low latency and interactivity becomes increasingly challenging with many complexities in placement and data-motion. Along with scale comes diversity and heterogeneity across the environment including in: the data objects, the processing operations, the physical machines/devices, and the network links. This diversity significantly complicates optimizations [7–10]. Similarly, the environment becomes increasingly more dynamic, with a combination of spiky, long-term, and periodic changes in the workloads, necessitating adaptive approaches to hide this dynamism. To support certain latencies, proximity to data/processing becomes extremely crucial, requiring geo-distribution across multiple locations around the globe (or an area). Additionally, a majority of the computations generates state (persistent data) alongside computation. When operating at a
Table 1.1: Systems developed/analyzed in the thesis and the placement and data-motion notion in each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>System Type</th>
<th>Placement</th>
<th>Data Motion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambry</td>
<td>storage</td>
<td>load balanced data placement</td>
<td>geo-distributed data propagation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samza</td>
<td>processing</td>
<td>task placement</td>
<td>stateful stream processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>processing</td>
<td>task placement on edge</td>
<td>edge cloud communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeFlow</td>
<td>networking</td>
<td>abstract container placement</td>
<td>container communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

large scale, the state also becomes large, and a main limiting factor for both placement and movement.

In this thesis we have focused on the placement and data motion in a *variety of production* systems used across *multiple companies*. The work spans a wide range of systems, from a storage system, two processing systems—the traditional stream processing and the avant-garde edge processing—and a networking mechanism. We worked on transparently mitigating the challenges and requirements of a global (or sub-global) environment, including the heterogeneity, dynamism, stateful processing and geo-distribution. This leads to our thesis:

We show how *latency-driven designs for placement and data-motion* can be used to build *production infrastructures for interactive applications at a global scale*, while addressing myriad challenges on heterogeneity, dynamism, state, and availability.

A *latency-driven design* is an approach where achieving latency has the highest priority—as latency is the main factor for interactivity. As suggested by the CAP theorem and its PACELC extension [11,12], there is a fundamental trade-off between consistency, availability and partition-tolerance, and in case of no failures, between latency, availability and consistency. In a latency-driven design, when faced with such trade-offs, the priority is given to latency. The decision of what to compromise instead, is use-case dependent, e.g., a photo sharing network would probably care for having availability of service over strong consistency.

This latency-driven approach is applicable across all layers of storage, processing and
networking. Table 1.1 outlines the various systems we have developed and analyzed in this thesis, which layer they belong to, and the definition of placement and data-motion in that context. Our works span across all layers, including:

- **Storage:** we have developed *Ambry*, a geo-distributed storage system where data placement is designed with the goal of achieving load balance, and data is constantly moved across multiple datacenters.

- **Processing:** we have built two processing systems, a traditional model, *Samza*, and the avant garde model, *Steel*. *Samza* is a stream processing system, where we place processing and support state at large scale, with the goal of minimizing data movement. *Steel* extends processing to the emerging edge environment with smart placement and data-motion across the entire edge-cloud environment.

- **Networking:** we have designed *FreeFlow*, a high performance networking mechanisms for containerized environments, abstracting container placements and minimizing data movement in container communications.

Figure 1.1 shows the big picture and how these various layers build the overall global system.

In the remaining of this chapter, we briefly discuss the projects, the broad impact of each system, and the intellectual merit of each.

1.1 THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS

Solving real-world problems faced by customers has been a first-class citizen in my work. Most of my work is deployed at large-scale and in mainstream production systems (e.g., *Ambry* and *Samza*) with hundreds of millions of users. In this section, we highlight the main contributions and impact of our proposed solutions.
1.1.1 Ambry: Geo-distributed Low Latency Object Storage

In today’s high-tech connected world, an immense amount of data is generated every second from all around the world. Social networks alone generated billions of variable-sized media objects per day. This excessive amount of diverse data needs to be served with low latency from all across the globe, while transparently scaling to match the ever-growing amount of data. In collaboration with LinkedIn, we developed Ambry, a geo-distributed, scalable, and low-latency object store for a broad range of objects (a few KBs to a few GBs) [13]. For over 36 months, Ambry has been the main stream storage for all LinkedIn’s media objects, across all of its four datacenters, serving more than 500 million users.

1.1.2 Samza: Stateful Stream Processing at Scale

When it comes to large state, relying on an external storage is not a viable solution (orders of magnitude degradation in latency and throughput). Therefore, we developed a state handling mechanism leveraging the local storage of the computing nodes [14]. Samza utilizes a partitioned local state along with a low-overhead background changelog mechanism, allowing it to scale to massive state sizes (hundreds of TB) per application. Samza is
currently in use at LinkedIn by hundreds of production applications with more than 10,000 containers while processing **trillions of events per day**. Samza is an open-source Apache project adopted by more than 15 companies (Uber, Netflix, TripAdvisor, etc.)

1.1.3 Steel: Optimizing and Simplifying Edge-Cloud Applications

Edge Computing is becoming a leading technology, opening the venue for a wide range of interesting applications ranging from self-driving cars, smart cities/homes, to wireless Virtual and Augmented Reality. Edges are heterogeneous, fast (near the data source), and with limited resources and bandwidth. On the other hand, the cloud is a homogeneous high(er)-latency resource. The cloud already provides a wide diversity of cloud service, e.g., streaming as a service. In this work we developed Steel that integrates the cloud and the edge into one unified geo-distributed environment [15,16]. We support end-to-end development, deployment, and monitoring, extending cloud services to the edge. In addition, we provide optimizations for placement and communication in order to adapt to this more dynamic and heterogeneous environment. Steel is developed on top of the Azure and Windows IoT stack, and is in progress to be integrated with the production Azure code base.

1.1.4 FreeFlow: High Performance Container Networking

Containerization has piqued a strong interest in Big Data Analytics particularly because of its high portability (easily moving around), and low overhead (as they are a process on a common guest OS)[17]. However, the current cross-container networking mechanisms do not take into account the hardware capabilities (e.g. RDMA-enabled) or the locations of containers, thus, resulting in poor performance. Manual efforts to optimize networking impacts the portability to new environments. To fill this gap, we designed and developed FreeFlow, a high performance and portable container networking solution [18]. FreeFlow acts as a middle layer between the applications and underlying network, transparently choosing the optimal network option based on location (e.g., shared memory on the same host),
and hardware capabilities (e.g., use RDAM if available). FreeFlow is a general container networking technology and can be applied to any of the containerization frameworks such as Docker, Kubernetes, Mesos, YARN, CoreOS, etc. [19–23]. The team I worked with at Microsoft are analyzing adding this contribution to their production container technology.

1.1.5 Overview of Techniques

In this thesis we have focused on placement and data-motion across a wide range of system. Each system was developed with its own set of requirements fit for that system and unique set of challenges around heterogeneity and dynamism. Towards reaching interactivity while mitigating the challenges, we have employed a number of latency-driven techniques including:

1. Leveraging locality by preferring local data, local storage, sticky processing and location awareness. The term locality is used in the broad sense where it incorporates resource locality (e.g., stickiness to a machine or using local storage), data locality (e.g., re-access of data), and location awareness.

2. Background processing by pushing computation/data propagation to the background out of the critical path of processing, along with optimization such as batching, compression and compaction.

3. Prioritizing latency over consistency and availability

4. Tiered data access along with caching, indexing, and bloom filters

5. Opportunistic processing

6. Partitioning and parallelism

7. Load balancing and scaling
Table 1.2 summarizes the main requirements and challenges in each system, and governing placement and data-motion technique used to reach the goal of the system. In the following chapters we describe each system and techniques used in more detail.

1.2 RELATED WORK

This thesis argues for a latency-driven approach when building frameworks for interactive applications. We have shown this is a practical principal, employing it across a wide range of systems. As PACELC theorem proves [12], latency comes in a trade-off with availability and consistency. Others have used a similar latency-driven approach across many frameworks. The whole trend of NoSQL systems, such as Cassandra, Amazon’s DynamoDB, Pileus and others [24–27], prefer latency (in a static or dynamic manner) over consistency.

Despite the suitable fit of a latency-driven approach for interactivity, in many cases latency is not the only or main requirement. Sometimes, guaranteeing consistency comes at higher priority, e.g., a banking system, user profile settings, and an inventory system. Many distributed storage systems, such as BigTable, Spanner, Yahoo’s PNUTS, and LinkedIn’s Espresso [28–31] support strong consistency. These consistency-driven designs typically come at cost on latency [27, 32] with techniques such as synchronous replications in multiple locations (vs. lazy background), master-slave and multi-phase approaches creating extra hops in processing a request, or bottleneck-prone locking schemas with high idle times waiting for locks. Similar trends are existent in processing systems. Many stream processing frameworks, including Flink, Millwheel, Spark Streaming, and Trident [33–37], aim for “exactly-once” processing (i.e., each incoming message is processed exactly once) using complex tracking mechanism and by relying on external consistent storages.

Another approach is a resource/throughput oriented design. In cases with limited resources or excessive amount of data, reaching high resources utilization and throughput becomes the main priority. Many batch systems (e.g., Hadoop, Spark, Tez, Pig and Hive
Table 1.2: Requirements, challenges, and solutions used in systems of this thesis with focus on placement and data-motion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Challenge: Heterogeneity</th>
<th>Challenge: Dynamism</th>
<th>Latency-driven Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambry</td>
<td>- <strong>geo-distributed:</strong> across multiple datacenters</td>
<td>- object sizes and types</td>
<td>- workload (diurnal, spikes)</td>
<td>- locality (local data &amp; location-aware)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- <strong>state:</strong> persistent and reliable data store</td>
<td>- machines across DCs</td>
<td>- cluster expansion</td>
<td>- background processing (w/ batching &amp; compaction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- <strong>latency:</strong> interactive sharing experience</td>
<td>- object access pattern</td>
<td>- dropping popularity over time</td>
<td>- prioritizing latency over consistency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- links between DCs and users</td>
<td></td>
<td>- tiered storage (w/ caching, indexing, &amp; bloom filters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- partitioning and parallelism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- load balancing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samza</td>
<td>- <strong>state:</strong> stateful stream processing</td>
<td>- input source (batch/stream/db)</td>
<td>- input stream load changes</td>
<td>- locality (local storage &amp; sticky processing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- <strong>latency:</strong> near real-time processing at scale</td>
<td>- storage option (mem, disk, remote)</td>
<td>- failures and restarts</td>
<td>- background processing (w/ batching &amp; compaction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- operation type</td>
<td></td>
<td>- prioritizing latency over availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- tiered storage (w/ caching)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- partitioning and parallelism - scaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>- <strong>geo-distributed:</strong> across many locations close to users</td>
<td>- edge devices</td>
<td>- permanent load changes</td>
<td>- locality (local data &amp; location-aware)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- <strong>latency:</strong> interactive processing experience</td>
<td>- edge-cloud network</td>
<td>- failures and migration</td>
<td>- background processing (w/ batching &amp; compression)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- cloud services</td>
<td>- short spikes</td>
<td>- prioritizing latency over availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- cost/perf model</td>
<td></td>
<td>- partitioning and parallelism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeFlow</td>
<td>- <strong>latency:</strong> Fast high performance container networking</td>
<td>- networking hardware’s capabilities</td>
<td>- container failures or move to new location</td>
<td>- locality (location-aware)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- networking technologies</td>
<td></td>
<td>- prioritizing latency over isolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- opportunistic bypassing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
throughput oriented stream processing systems (e.g., Spark Streaming [36]), and high throughput storage systems (e.g., HDFS, NFS, and GFS [43–45]) have been built with this promise. Typically, throughput and resource utilization come in trade-off with latency, for example when employing approaches such as large batching, compaction, compression, and the use of slow but cheaper storage.

1.3 THESIS ORGANIZATION

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. In the subsequent chapter we dive into each system in more detail, along with experimental evaluations for each. Chapter 2 describes the details of Ambry, a geo-distributed storage system. Chapters 3 and 4 respectively describe Samza and Steel, a stateful stream processing system and extending processing to the edge. Chapter 5 outlines FreeFlow, a high performance container technology. Finally, we conclude by presenting our future directions Chapter 6.
In this chapter we present Ambry, a geo-distributed storage system designed for managing large objects with low latency, high throughput, and in a balanced manner. The infrastructure beneath a worldwide social network has to continually serve billions of variable-sized media objects such as photos, videos, and audio clips. These objects must be stored and served with low latency and high throughput by a system that is geo-distributed, highly scalable, and load-balanced. Existing file systems and object stores face several challenges when serving such large objects. We present Ambry, a production-quality system for storing large immutable data (called blobs). Ambry is designed in a decentralized way and leverages techniques such as logical object grouping abstractions, asynchronous replication, rebalancing mechanisms, zero-cost failure detection, and OS caching, towards smart placement and data-motion. Ambry has been running in LinkedIn’s production environment for the past 3 years, serving up to 10K requests per second across more than 500 million users. Our experimental evaluation reveals that Ambry offers high efficiency (utilizing up to 88% of the network bandwidth), low latency (less than 50 ms latency for a 1 MB object), and load balancing (improving imbalance of request rate among disks by 8x-10x).

2.1 INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, social networks have become popular communication channels worldwide. Hundreds of millions of users continually upload and view billions of diverse massive media objects, from photos and videos to documents. These large media objects, called blobs, are uploaded once, frequently accessed from all around the world, never modified, and rarely deleted. LinkedIn, as a global large-scale social network company, has faced the need for a geographically distributed system that stores and retrieves these read-heavy blobs in an efficient and scalable manner.
Handling blobs poses a number of unique challenges. First, due to diversity in media
types, blob sizes vary significantly from tens of KBs (e.g., profile pictures) to a few GBs
(e.g., videos). The system needs to store both massive blobs and a large number of small
blobs efficiently. Second, there is an ever-growing number of blobs that need to be stored
and served. Currently, LinkedIn serves more than 800 million put and get operations per
day (over 120 TB in size). In the past 12 months, the request rate has almost doubled, from
5k requests/s to 9.5k requests/s. This rapid growth in requests magnifies the necessity for a
linearly scalable system (with low overhead). Third, the variability in workload and cluster
expansions can create unbalanced load, degrading the latency and throughput of the system.
This creates a need for load-balancing. Finally, users expect the uploading process to be
fast, durable, and highly available. When a user uploads a blob, all his/her friends from all
around the globe should be able to see the blob with very low latency, even if parts of the
internal infrastructure fail. To provide these properties, data has to be reliably replicated
across the globe in multiple datacenters, while maintaining low latency for each request.

LinkedIn had its own home-grown solution called Media Server, built using network
attached storage filers (for file storage), Oracle database (for metadata), and Solaris boxes.
Media Server had multiple drawbacks. It faced CPU and IO spikes caused by numerous
metadata operations for small objects, was not horizontally scalable, and was very expensive.
Given that LinkedIn was scaling rapidly and the future web content will be largely dominated
by media, it needed to find a replacement.

Several systems have been designed for handling a large amount of data, but none of them
satisfactorily meet the requirements and scale LinkedIn needs. There has been extensive re-
search into distributed file systems [43–47]. These systems have a number of limitations
when used for storing blobs, as pointed out by [48,49]. For instance, the hierarchical direc-
tory structure and rich metadata are an overkill for a blob store and impose unnecessary
additional overhead.

Many key value stores [24,25,28,50] have also been designed for storing a large number

of objects. Although these systems can handle many small objects, they are not optimized for storing large objects (tens of MBs to GBs). Further, they impose extra overhead for providing consistency guarantees while these are typically not needed for immutable data. Some examples of these overheads include using vector clocks, conflict resolution mechanism, logging, and central coordinators.

A few systems have been designed specifically for large immutable objects including Facebook’s Haystack [48] along with f4 [51] and Twitter’s Blob Store [52]. However, these systems do not resolve load imbalance, especially when cluster expansions occur.

In this work we present Ambry\(^1\), a production-quality system designed specifically for diverse large and small immutable data with read-heavy traffic, where data is written once, and read many times (>95% read traffic). Ambry is designed with four main goals in mind:

1. **Low Latency and High Throughput:** The system needs to serve a large number of requests per second in a timely fashion, while working on cheap commodity hardware (e.g., HDDs). In order to reach this goal, Ambry utilizes a number of techniques including exploiting the OS cache, using zero copy when reading data from disk to network, chunking data along with retrieving/storing chunks in parallel from multiple nodes, providing configurable polices for the number of replicas to write and read, and zero-cost failure detection mechanisms (Sections 2.2.3, 2.4.2, and 2.4.4).

2. **Geo-Distributed Operation:** Blobs have to be replicated in other geographically distributed datacenters for high durability and availability, even in the presence of failures. To achieve low latency and high throughput in this geo-distributed setting, Ambry is designed as a decentralized multi-master system where data can be written to or read from any of the replicas. Additionally, it uses asynchronous writes that write data to the closest datacenter and asynchronously replicate to other datacenter(s). Also, for higher availability, it uses proxy requests that forward requests to other...

\(^1\)Ambry is open-source and can be found at https://github.com/linkedin/ambry
datacenters when the data is not replicated in the current datacenter yet (Sections 2.2.3 and 2.4.2).

3. **Scalability**: With the ever-growing amount of data, the system has to scale out efficiently with low overhead. To achieve this goal, Ambry makes three main design choices. First, Ambry separates the logical placement of blobs from their physical placement, allowing it to change the physical placement transparently from the logical placement. Second, Ambry is designed as a completely decentralized system, with no manager/master. Third, Ambry uses on-disk segmented indexing along with Bloom filters and an in-memory cache of the latest segment, allowing for scalable and efficient indexing of blobs. (Section 2.4.4).

4. **Load Balancing**: The system has to stay balanced in spite of growth. Ambry uses chunking of large blobs along with a random selection approach to remain balanced in a static cluster, and a re-balancing mechanism to return to a balanced state whenever cluster expansion occurs (Section 2.3).

Ambry has successfully been in production for the last 36 months, across four datacenters, serving more than 500 million users. Our experimental results show that Ambry reaches high throughput (reaching up to 88% of the network bandwidth) and low latency (serving 1 MB blobs in less than 50 ms), works efficiently across multiple geo-distributed datacenters, and improves the imbalance among disks by a factor of 8x-10x while moving minimal data.

This chapter discusses the design and implementation of Ambry. The main contributions of this work are:

- Design and implementation of a scalable load-balanced blob Store working across datacenters, while maintaining low latency and high throughput.

- Evaluating various aspects of the system including latency, throughput, load-imbalance and scalability in real-world clusters.
- Analyzing the system over long period of time and varying workload using a simulator based on real-world data.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we discuss the design and architecture of Ambry. Section 2.6 evaluates the system with a number of experimental results. Finally, we analyze the state-of-art related work in this area in Section 2.7 and conclude in Section 2.8.

2.2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section we discuss the overall design of Ambry including the high-level architecture of the system (Section 2.2.1), the notion of partition (Section 2.2.2), and supported operations (Section 2.2.3).

2.2.1 Architecture

Ambry is designed as a completely decentralized multi-tenant system across geographically distributed data centers. The overall architecture of Ambry is shown in Figure 2.1. The
system is composed of three main components: Frontends that receive and route requests, Datanodes that store the actual data, and Cluster Managers that maintain the state of the cluster. Each datacenter owns and runs its own set of these components in a decentralized fashion. The Frontends and Datanodes are completely independent of one another, and the Cluster Managers are synchronized using Zookeeper [53]. We provide an overview of each component below (details in Section 2.4):

- **Cluster Manager:** Ambry organizes its data in virtual units called partitions (Section 2.2.2). A partition is a logical grouping of a number of blobs, implemented as a large replicated file. On creation, partitions are read-write, i.e., immutable blobs are read and new blobs can be added. When a logical partition reaches its capacity, it turns read-only. The Cluster Manager keeps track of the state (read-write/read-only) and location of each partition replica, along with the physical layout of the cluster (nodes and disk placement).

- **Frontend:** The Frontends are in charge of receiving and routing requests in a multi-tenant environment. The system serves three request types: put, get, and delete. Popular data is handled by a Content Delivery Network (CDN) layer above Ambry. Frontends receive requests directly from clients or through the CDN (if the data is cached). The Frontends forward a request to the corresponding Datanode(s) and return the response to the client/CDN originating the request.

- **Datanode:** Datanodes store and retrieve the actual data. Each Datanode manages a number of disks. Datanodes receive operations from Frontends and apply the operations on the disks they are in charge of. For better performance, Datanodes maintain a number of additional data structures including: indexing of blobs, journals and Bloom filters (Section 2.4.4).
2.2.2 Partition

Instead of directly mapping blobs to physical machines, e.g., Chord [54] and CRUSH [55], Ambry randomly groups blobs together into virtual units called partitions. The physical placement of partitions on machines is done in a separate procedure. This decoupling of the logical and physical placement enables transparent data movement (necessary for rebalancing) and avoids immediate rehashing of data during cluster expansion.

A partition is implemented as an append-only log in a pre-allocated large file. Currently, partitions are fixed-size during the life-time of the system \(^2\). The partition size should be large enough that the overhead of partitions, i.e., the additional data structures maintained per partition such as indexing, journals, and Bloom filters (Section 2.4.4), are negligible. On the other hand, the failure recovery and rebuild time should be small. We use 100 GB partitions in our clusters. Since rebuilding is done in parallel from multiple replicas, we found that even 100 GB partitions can be rebuilt in a few minutes.

Blobs are sequentially written to partitions as put and delete entries (Figure 2.2). Both entries contain a header (storing the offsets of fields in the entry) and a blob id. The blob id is a unique identifier, generated by the Frontend during a put operation, and used during get/delete operations for locating the blob. This id consists of the partition id in which

\(^2\)As part of future work we plan to investigate potential improvements by using variable-size partitions.
the blob is placed (8 Bytes), followed by a 32 Byte universally unique id (UUID) for the blob. Collisions in blob ids are possible, but very unlikely (the probability is $< 2^{-320}$). For a collision to occur, two put operations have to generate equal UUIDs and chose similar partitions for the blob. Collisions are handled at the Datanodes by failing the late put request.

Put entries also include predefined properties including: blob size, time-to-live, creation time, and content type. Also, there is an optional map of user defined properties followed by the blob. Delete entries include a delete flag as an indicator of a delete entry.

In order to offer high availability and fault-tolerance, each partition is replicated on multiple Datanodes. For replica placement, Ambry uses a greedy approach based on disk spaces. This algorithm chooses the disk with the most unallocated space while ensuring constraints such as: 1) not having more than one replica per Datanode and 2) having replicas in multiple data centers. Currently, the number of replicas per partition is configurable by the system administrator. As part of future work, we plan to adaptively change the number of replicas based on the popularity of the partition, and use erasure coding for cold data to even further reduce the replication factor.

On creation, partitions are read-write, serving all operations (put, get and delete). When the partition hits its upper threshold on size (capacity threshold) it becomes read-only, thereafter serving only get and delete operations.

The capacity threshold should be slightly less than the max capacity (80-90%) of the partition for two reasons. First, after becoming read-only, replicas might not be completely in-sync and need free space to catch-up later (because of asynchronous writes). Second, delete requests still append delete entries.

Deletes are similar to put operations, but on an existing blob. By default, deletes result in appending a delete entry (with the delete flag set) for the blob (soft delete). However, Ambry also supports hard deletes where data is overwritten with random values. Deleted blobs are periodically cleaned up using an in-place compaction mechanism. After compaction,
read-only partitions can become read-write if enough space is freed-up. In the rest of the chapter we mainly focus on puts, due to the similarity of delete and put operations.

2.2.3 Operations

Ambry has a lightweight API supporting only 3 operations: put, get, and delete. The request handling procedure is shown in Figure 2.3. On receiving a request, the Frontend optionally conducts some security checks on the request. Then, using the Router Library (that contains the core logic of operation handling) it chooses a partition, communicates with the Datanode(s) in charge, and serves the request. In the put operation, the partition is chosen randomly (for data balancing purposes), and in the get/delete operation the partition is extracted from the blob id.

Operations are handled in a multi-master design where operations can be served by any of the replicas. The decision of how many replicas to contact is based on user-defined policies. These policies are similar to consistency levels in Cassandra [24], where they control how many (one, $k$, majority, all) replicas to involve in an operation. For puts (or deletes), the request is forwarded to all replicas, and policies define the number of acknowledgments
needed for a success (trade-off between durability and latency). For gets, policies determine how many randomly selected replicas to contact for the operation (trade-off between resources usage and latency). In practice, we found that for all operations the $k = 2$ replica policy gives us the balance we desire. Stricter polices (involving more replicas) can be used to provide stronger consistency guarantees.

Additionally, performing write operations to all replicas placed in multiple geo-distributed datacenters in a synchronous fashion can affect the latency and throughput. In order to alleviate this issue, Ambry uses asynchronous writes where puts are performed synchronously only in the local datacenter, i.e., the datacenter in which the frontend receiving the request is located. The request is counted as successfully finished at this point. Later on, the blob is replicated to other datacenters using a lightweight replication algorithm (Section 2.5).

In order to provide read-after-write consistency in a datacenter which a blob has not been replicated yet (e.g., writing to one datacenter and reading from another), Ambry uses proxy requests. If the frontend cannot retrieve a blob from its local datacenter, it proxies the request to another datacenter and returns the result from there. Although a proxy request is expensive, in practice we found that proxy requests happen infrequently (less than 0.001% of the time).

2.3 LOAD BALANCING

Skewed workloads, massively large blobs, and cluster expansions create load imbalance and impact the throughput and latency of the system. Ambry tries to achieve balance in terms of two factors a) disk usage and b) request rates. We study load balancing in two cases: a static cluster where nodes and disks are not added or deleted and a dynamic cluster with continuous expansion of the cluster.
2.3.1 Load Balancing a Static Cluster

In a static cluster Ambry uses a combination of three simple techniques: random placement, chunking, and caching. By routing put operations to random partitions, it is expected to have a balanced number of puts per partition. By splitting large blobs into multiple small chunks, it is expected to have an balance size across blobs, thus, overall reaching a balance in terms of the overall data stored at each partition and the disk usage. However, this does not mean balanced request rates across disks. Ambry relies on caching, in a CDN layer above it, to serve the extremely hot and outlier blobs. Since partitions are fairly large, with millions of blobs per partition, partitions have a similar distribution of data, especially since the hot outliers are served outside of Ambry. Using these techniques the load imbalance of request rates and partition sizes in production gets to as low as 5% amongst Datanodes.

2.3.2 Load Balancing a Dynamic Cluster

In practice, read-write partitions receive all the write traffic and also the majority of the read traffic (due to popularity). Since partitions grow in a semi-balanced manner, the number of read-write partitions becomes the main factor of load imbalance. After cluster expansion, new Datanodes contain only read-write partitions, while older Datanodes contain mostly read-only partitions. This skewed distribution of read-write partitions creates a large imbalance in the system. In our initial version, the average request rates of new Datanodes were up to 100x higher than old Datanodes and 10x higher than the average-aged ones.

To alleviate this issue, Ambry employs a rebalancing mechanism that returns the cluster to a semi-balanced state (in terms of disk usage and request rate) with minimal data movement. The rebalancing approach reduces request rate and disk usage imbalance by 6-10x and 9-10x respectively.

Ambry defines the ideal (load balanced) state as a triplet (idealRW, idealRO, idealUsed) representing the ideal number of read-write partitions, ideal number of read-only partitions
and ideal disk usage each disk should have. This ideal state (idealRW, idealRO, idealUsed) is computed by dividing the total number of read-write/read-only partitions and total used disk space by the number of disks in the cluster, respectively. A disk is considered above (or below) ideal if it has more (or less) read-write/read-only partitions or disk usage than the ideal state.

The rebalancing algorithm attempts to reach this ideal state. This is done by moving partitions from disks above ideal to disks below ideal using a two-phase approach, as shown in the pseudo-code below.

**Algorithm 2.1 Rebalancing Algorithm**

1: // Compute ideal state.
2: idealRW=totalNumRW / numDisks
3: idealRO=totalNumRO / numDisks
4: idealUsed=totalUsed / numDisks

5: // Phase1: move extra partitions into a partition pool.
6: partitionPool = {}
7: for each disk d do
8: // Move extra read-write partitions.
9: while d.NumRW > idealRW do
10: partitionPool += chooseMinimumUsedRW(d)
11: // Move extra read-only partitions.
12: while d.NumRO > idealRO & d.used > idealUsed do
13: partitionPool += chooseRandomRO(d)

14: // Phase2: Move partitions to disks needing partitions.
15: placePartitions(read-write)
16: placePartitions(read-only)

17: function placePartitions(Type t)
18: while partitionPool contains partitions type t do
19: D=shuffleDisksBelowIdeal()
20: for disk d in D and partition p in pool do
21: d.addPartition(p)
22: partitionPool.remove(p)

**Phase1 - Move to Partition Pool:** In this phase, Ambry moves partitions from disks above ideal into a pool, called `partitionPool` (Lines 6-13). At the end of this phase no disk
Ambry starts from read-write partitions (which are the main factor), and moves extra ones solely based on idealRW threshold. The same process is repeated for read-only partitions, but with considering both idealRO and idealUsed when moving partitions. The strategy of choosing which partition to move is based on minimizing data movement. For read-write partitions, the one with the minimum used capacity is chosen, while for read-only partitions, a random one is chosen since all such partitions are full.

Phase 2 - Place Partitions on Disks: In this phase, Ambry places partitions from the partition pool on disks below ideal (Lines 14-16), starting from read-write partitions and then read-only ones. Partitions are placed using a random round-robin approach (Line 17-22). Ambry finds all disks below ideal, shuffles them, and assigns partitions to them in a round-robin fashion. This procedure is repeated until the pool becomes empty.

After finding the new placement, replicas are seamlessly moved by: 1) creating a new replica in the destination, 2) syncing the new replica with old ones using the replication protocol while serving new writes in all replicas, and 3) deleting the old replica after syncing. Although the rebalancing algorithm has low complexity, moving data around can impact the performance of the system. Thus, we are working on performing rebalancing in the background when the load of the system is low, e.g., overnight.

2.4 COMPONENTS IN DETAIL

In this section we further discuss the main components of Ambry. We describe the detailed state stored by the Cluster Manager (Section 2.4.1), extra responsibilities of Frontends including chunking and failure detection (Section 2.4.2), and additional structures maintained by the Datanodes (Section 2.4.4).
2.4.1 Cluster Manager

The Cluster Manager is in charge of maintaining the state of the cluster. Each datacenter has its local Cluster Manager instance(s) kept in-sync with others using Zookeeper. The state stored by the Cluster Manager is very small (less than a few MBs in total), consisting of a hardware and logical layout.

**Hardware Layout**

The hardware layout includes information about the physical structure of the cluster, i.e., the arrangement of datacenters, Datanodes, and disks. It also maintains the raw capacity and status, i.e., healthy (UP) or failed (DOWN), for each disk. An example hardware layout is shown in Table 2.1. As shown, Ambry works in a heterogeneous environment with different hardware and configuration used inside and across different datacenters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datacenter</th>
<th>Datanode</th>
<th>Disk</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC 1</td>
<td>Datanode 1</td>
<td>disk 1</td>
<td>4 TB</td>
<td>UP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>disk k</td>
<td>4 TB</td>
<td>UP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC 1</td>
<td>Datanode 2</td>
<td>disk 1</td>
<td>4 TB</td>
<td>DOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>disk k’</td>
<td>4 TB</td>
<td>UP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC n</td>
<td>Datanode j</td>
<td>disk 1</td>
<td>1 TB</td>
<td>DOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>disk k”</td>
<td>1 TB</td>
<td>UP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Logical Layout**

Partitions act as logical placeholders for blobs such that blobs are mapped to partitions completely unaware of the physical placement. Each partition has number of replicas, where
Table 2.2: Logical Layout in Cluster Manager.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partition id</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Placement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>partition 1</td>
<td>read-write</td>
<td>DC 1: Datanode 1: disk 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DC 1: Datanode 4: disk 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DC 3: Datanode 7: disk 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>partition 2</td>
<td>read-only</td>
<td>DC 1: node 1: disk 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DC 3: node 5: disk 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>partition p</td>
<td>read-only</td>
<td>DC 1: Datanode 1: disk 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DC 4: Datanode 5: disk 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

each replica is placed on a disk. The logical layout maintains the physical location of partition replicas, and the state (read-only/read-write) of each partition. In order to find the state of a partition, the Cluster Manager periodically contacts the Datanodes, and requests the state of their partitions. This layout is used for choosing a partition to write a new blob to (put operation), and locating the Datanode in charge of a given replica (all operations). An example of this layout is shown in Table 2.2. As shown, replicas of a partition can be placed on multiple Datanodes in one datacenter, and/or in different datacenters. Additionally, one disk (e.g., DC 1: Datanode 1: disk 1) can contain replicas of distinct partitions, where some are read-only and some are read-write. Partitions are added by updating the logical layout stored in the Cluster Manager instances\(^3\).

2.4.2 Frontend Layer

The Frontend is the entry point to Ambry for external requests. Each datacenter has its own set of Frontends. Frontends are decentralized involving no master or coordination,
identically performing the same task, and stateless with all state stored in the Cluster Manager (which is periodically pulled). This design enhances scalability (new Frontends can be added without much performance penalty), fault-tolerance (requests can be forwarded to any Frontend), and failure recovery (failed Frontends can quickly be replaced) for Frontends.

Frontends have three main responsibilities:

1. **Request Handling**: This involves receiving requests, routing them to the corresponding Datanode(s) using the Router Library and sending back the response.

2. **Security Checks**: Optionally performing security checks, such as virus scanning and authentication on requests.

3. **Capturing Operations**: Pushing events to a change capture system out of Ambry for further offline analysis, such as finding request patterns of the system. We use Kafka [56] as our change-capture system due to the high durability, high throughput, and low overhead it provides.

At the core of the Frontend is the Router Library which actually performs the routing. Upon receiving a request, the Frontend performs security checks, logs the operation, uses the Router Library to route the request, and returns the response from the Router Library back to the user. The following section discusses the details of the Router Library, and the functionalities it supports.

### 2.4.3 Router Library

The Router Library contains all the core logic of handling requests and communicating with Datanodes. Frontends simply embed and use this library. Clients can bypass Frontends by embedding this library and directly serving requests. This library includes four main procedures: A) policy-based routing, B) chunking large blobs, C) failure detection, and D) proxy requests.
A. Policy Based Routing: On receiving a request, the library decides which partition to involve (randomly chosen for puts and extracted from blob id for gets/deletes). Then, based on the policy used it communicates with the corresponding replica(s) until the request is served/failed. It supports a variety of policies including \{one, $k$, majority, all\}, as discussed in Section 2.2.3.

B. Chunking: Extremely large blobs (e.g., videos) create load imbalance, block smaller blobs, and inherently have high latency. To mitigate these issues, Ambry splits large blobs into smaller equal-size units called chunks. A large chunk size does not fully resolve the large blob challenges and a small chunk size adds too much overhead. Based on our current large blob size distribution, we found the sweet spot for the chunk size to be in the range of 4 to 8 MB\(^4\).

During a put operation, a blob $b$ is split into $k$ chunks $\{c_1, c_2, ..., c_k\}$, each treated as an independent blob. Each chunk goes through the same steps as a normal put blob operation (Section 2.2.3), most likely being placed on a different partition. It is also assigned a unique chunk id with the same format as a blob id. In order to be able to retrieve $b$ Ambry creates a metadata blob $b_{metadata}$ for $b$. $b_{metadata}$ stores the number of chunks and chunk ids in order, as shown in Figure 2.4. This metadata blob is then put into Ambry as a normal blob and the blob id of $b_{metadata}$ is returned to the user as the blob id of $b$. If the put fails before writing all chunks, the system will issue deletes for written chunks and the operation has to

\(^4\)Chunk size is not fixed and can be adapted to follow the growth in blob sizes, improvements in network, etc.
Figure 2.5: Failure detection algorithm with maximum tolerance of 2 consecutive failed responses.

During a get, the metadata blob is retrieved and chunk ids are extracted from it. Then, Ambry uses a sliding buffer of size $s$ to retrieve the blob. Ambry queries the first $s$ chunks of the blob independently and in parallel (since they are most likely written on unique partitions placed on separate Datanodes). When the first chunk in the buffer is retrieved, Ambry slides the buffer to the next chunk, and so on. The whole blob starts being returned to the user the moment the first chunk of the blob is retrieved.

Although an extra put/get is needed in this chunking mechanism (for the metadata blob), overall, our approach improves latency since multiple chunks are written and retrieved in parallel.

C. Zero-cost Failure Detection: Failures happen frequently in a large system. They range from unresponsiveness and connection timeouts, to disk I/O problems. Thus, Ambry needs a failure detection mechanism to discover unavailable Datanodes/disks and avoid forwarding requests to them.

Ambry employs a zero-cost failure detection mechanism involving no extra messages, such as heartbeats and pings, by leveraging request messages. In practice, we found our failure detection mechanism is effective, simple, and consumes very little bandwidth. This mechanism is shown in Figure 2.5. In this approach, Ambry keeps track of the number of
consecutive failed requests for a particular Datanode (or disk) in the last check period of time. If this number exceeds a MAX_FAIL threshold (in our example set to 2) the Datanode is marked as temporarily_down for a wait_period of time. In this state all queued requests for this Datanode will eventually time out and need to be reattempted by the user. After the wait_period has passed, the Datanode becomes temporarily_available. When a Datanode is in the temporarily_available phase, if the next request sent to that Datanode fails, it will move to the temporarily_down phase again. Otherwise, it will be marked as available, working as normal again.

D. Proxy Requests: As described in Section 2.2.3, Ambry uses proxy requests to reach higher availability and read-after-write consistency in remote datacenters. When a blob has not been replicated in the local datacenter yet, requests for that blob are forwarded to other datacenters and served there (proxy requests). However, datacenter partitions can cause unavailability of unreplicated data until the partition is healed and replicas converge.

Proxy requests are handled by the Router Library, transparently from the user issuing the request. In practice, we found proxy requests occur less than 0.001% of the time, thus minimally affecting the user experience.

2.4.4 Datanode Layer

Datanodes are in charge of maintaining the actual data. Each Datanode manages a number of disks, and responds to requests for partition replicas placed on its disks. Puts are handled by writing to the end of the partition file. Gets can be more time-consuming, especially since the location of the blob in the partition is not known. To minimize both read and write latencies, Datanodes employ a few techniques:

- **Indexing blobs:** Ambry stores an index of blob offsets per partition replica to prevent sequential sweeps for finding blobs.
• **Exploiting OS cache:** Ambry utilizes OS caching to serve most reads from the RAM, by limiting the RAM usage of other components.

• **Batched writes, with a single disk seek:** Ambry batches writes for a particular partition together and periodically flushes the writes to disk. Thus, it incurs at most one disk seek for a batch of sequential writes. The flush period is configurable and trades off latency for durability. Although, batching can introduce overheads of flushing, dirty buffers, and tuning, the benefits outweigh these overheads.

• **Keeping all file handles open:** Since partitions are typically very large (100 GB in our setting), the number of partition replicas placed on a Datanode is small (a few hundred). Thus, Ambry keeps all file handles open at all times.

• **Zero copy gets:** When reading a blob, Ambry utilizes a zero copy [57] mechanism, i.e., the kernel directly copies data from disk to the network buffer without going through the application. This is feasible since the Datanodes do not perform any computation on the data at get operations. Note that data read from disk is usually old and less popular. A significant advantage of zero copy is that it also helps toward better utilizing the OS cache by not copying less popular data into it.

These few simple techniques have significantly improved the latency and throughput in Ambry. As we show in 2.6.1, we are able to reach 75%-88% of the maximum network bandwidth by using these techniques. Below, we discuss two of these techniques (indexing and OS Caches) in more detail.

**Indexing**

To find the location of a blob in a partition replica with low latency, the Datanode maintains a light-weight in-memory indexing per replica, as shown in Figure 2.6. The indexing is sorted by blob id, mapping the blob id to the start offset of the blob entry. The indexing is updated in an online fashion whenever blobs are put (e.g., blob 60) or deleted (e.g., blob 20).
Similar to SSTables [28], Ambry limits the size of the index by splitting it into segments, storing old segments on disk, and maintaining a Bloom filter for each on-disk segment.

The indexing also stores a flag indicating if a blob has been deleted and optionally a time-to-live (TTL). During get operations, if the blob has expired or been deleted, an error will be returned before reading the actual data.

Note that the indexing does not contain any additional information affecting the correctness of the system, and just improves performance. If a Datanode fails, the whole indexing can be reconstructed from the partition.

**Exploiting The OS Cache**

Recently written data, which is the popular data as well, is automatically cached without any extra overhead (by the operating system). By exploiting this feature, many reads can be served from memory, which significantly improves performance. Thus, Ambry limits
the memory usage of other data structures in the Datanode. Ambry bounds the indexing by splitting it into segments, with only the latest segment remaining in-memory (Figure 2.6). New entries are added to the in-memory segment of the indexing. When the in-memory segment exceeds a maximum size it is flushed to disk as a read-only segment. This design also helps toward failure recovery since only the in-memory segment needs to be reconstructed. Looking up blob offsets is done in reverse chronological order, starting with the latest segment (in-memory segment). Thus, a delete entry will be found before a put entry when reading a blob. This ensures deleted blobs are not retrievable.

Bloom Filters: To reduce lookup latency for on-disk segments, Ambry maintains an in-memory Bloom filter for each segment, containing the blob ids in that index segment. Using Bloom filters, Ambry quickly filters out which on-disk segment to load. Thus, with high probability, it incurs only one disk seek. However, due to our skewed workload a majority of reads just hit the in-memory segment, without any disk seeks.

2.5 REPLICATION

Replicas belonging to the same partition can become out of sync due to either failures, or asynchronous writes that write to only one datacenter. In order to fix inconsistent replicas, Ambry uses an asynchronous replication algorithm that periodically synchronizes replicas. This algorithm is completely decentralized. In this procedure each replica individually acts as a master and syncs-up with other replicas, in an all-to-all fashion. Synchronization is done using an asynchronous two-phase replication protocol as follows. This protocol is a pull-based approach where each replica independently requests for missing blobs from other replicas.

- **First Phase:** This phase finds missing blobs since the last synchronization point. This is done by requesting blob ids of all blobs written since the latest syncing offset and then filtering the ones missing locally.
• **Second Phase:** This phase replicates missing blobs. A request for only the missing blobs is sent. Then, the missing blobs are transferred and appended to the replica.

In order to find the recently written blobs quickly, the replication algorithm maintains an additional data structure per replica, called a *journal*. The journal is an in-memory cache of recent blobs ordered by their offset. The journal is the inverse of the Indexing table. It can promptly return which new blobs have been added since a given offset.

Figure 2.7 shows example journals of two replicas (r1 and r2) and the two phase replication procedure for r1 syncing with r2 from latestOffset 600. In the first phase, r1 requests all recently added blobs in r2 after latestOffset; using the journal r2 returns a list \( B = \{55, 40, 70, 90\} \) of blob ids; and r1 filters out the missing blobs (blob 55 and 90). In the second phase, r1 receives the missing blobs, appends the blobs to the end of the replica, and updates the journal, indexing and latestOffset.

This replication protocol is periodically used in an all-to-all fashion between each pair of replicas. The overall replication procedure is shown in the algorithm below. Since it is desirable to minimize cross-datacenter traffic, replication algorithm is used separately for in intra- and inter-datacenter with different periods. Inter-datacenter has a higher period
so that, with high probability, only one replica receives data from another datacenter and replicates the data inside the datacenter, instead of multiple cross datacenter replications.

Algorithm 2.2 Replication Algorithm

1: for each partition p replica r₁ do
2:    for each remote replica r₂ of p do
3:       BlobIds = get_blob_IDS(latestOffset[r₂])
4:       MissingIds = find_missing_blobs(BlobIds)
5:       Blobs = get_blobs(MissingIds)
6:       writeBlobs(Blobs)
7:       update_indexing()
8:       update_journal()
9:       update_last_offset(r₂)

To provide improved efficiency and scalability of the system, the replication algorithm employs a number of further optimizations:

- Using separate thread pools for inter- and intra-datacenter replication with different periods.
- Batching requests between common partition replicas of two Datanodes, and batching blobs transferred across datacenters.
- Batching blobs transferred across datacenters.
- Prioritizing lagging replicas to catch up at a faster rate (by using dedicated threads for lagging replicas).

2.6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We perform three kinds of experiments: small cluster (Section 2.6.1), production cluster (Section 2.6.2), and simulations (Section 2.6.3). We divide our evaluation into three parts, each focusing on one of the main goals in Ambry. First we evaluate the latency and throughput of the system. Second, we show the effectiveness of our multi-colo optimizations and last we analyze the load-balancing mechanism over time.
2.6.1 Throughput and Latency

In this section we measure the latency and throughput of the system using a micro-benchmark that stress-tests the system, under read-only, write-only and read-write workloads.

**Micro-Benchmark:** We first measure the peak throughput. We designed a micro-benchmark that linearly adds load to the system (by adding more clients), until the saturation point where no more requests can be handled. Each client sends requests one at a time with the next request sent right after a response.

This benchmark has three modes: Write, Read, and ReadWrite. In Write mode, random byte array blobs are being put by varying number of clients. In Read mode, first blobs are written at saturation rate for a *write-period* of time. Then, randomly chosen blobs are read from the written blobs\(^5\). In most experiments we set the write-period long enough so that most read requests (> 80%) are served by disk, rather than RAM. Read-Write is a similar to Read, but serving 50% reads and 50% writes after the write-period. Since latency and throughput are highly correlated with blob size, we use fixed-size blobs in each run, but vary the blob size.

**Experimental Setup:** We deployed Ambry with a single Datanode. The Datanode was running on a 24 core CPU with 64 GB of RAM, 14 1TB HDD disks, and a full-duplex 1 Gb/s Ethernet network. 4 GB of the RAM was set aside for the Datanode’s internal use and the rest was left to be used as Linux Cache. We created 8 single-replica 100 GB partitions on each disk, with a total of 122 partitions. Using 14 disks with a 1 Gb/s network might look like an overkill. However, disk seeks are the dominant latency factor for small blobs. Since a large portion of blobs are small (< 50 KB), we need the parallelism created by using multiple disks. Note that Ambry is designed as a cost-effective system using cheap HDD disks.

---

\(^5\)The random strategy gives a lower bound on the system’s performance since real-world access patterns are skewed toward recent data.
Clients send requests from a few machines located in the same datacenter as the Datanode. These clients, that are acting as Frontends, directly send requests to the Datanode. The micro-benchmark discussed above was used with varying blob sizes \{25 \text{ KB}, 50 \text{ KB}, 100 \text{ KB}, 250 \text{ KB}, 500 \text{ KB}, 1 \text{ MB}, 5 \text{ MB}\}. We did not go above 5 MB since blobs are chunked beyond that point.

**Effect of Number of Clients**

We ran the micro-benchmark with varying blob sizes, while linearly increasing the number of clients. For Read mode, the write-period was set such that 6 times the RAM size, was first written. Figure 2.8a shows the throughput in terms of MB/s served by the system. Adding clients proportionally increases the throughput until the saturation point. Saturation occurs at 75%-88% of the network bandwidth. The only exception is reading small blobs due to frequent disk seeks (more details in following sections). Saturation is reached quickly (usually \( \leq 6 \) clients) since clients send requests as fast as possible in the benchmark.

Figure 2.8b shows the latency normalized by blob size (i.e., average latency divided by blob size). Latency stays almost constant before reaching saturation point, and then increases linearly beyond the throughput saturation point. The linear increase in latency after saturation indicates the system does not add additional overhead beyond request serving.

**Effect of Blob Size**

In Figures 2.9a and 2.9b we analyzed the maximum throughput (with 20 clients) under different blob sizes and workloads. For large objects (> 200 KB), the maximum throughput (in MB/s) stays constant and close to maximum network bandwidth across all blob sizes. Similarly, throughput in terms of requests/s scales proportionally.

However, for Read and Read-Write, the read throughput in terms of MB/s drops linearly for smaller sizes. This drop is because our micro-benchmark reads blobs randomly, incurring frequent disk seeks. The effect of disk seeks is amplified for smaller blobs. By further
Figure 2.8: Throughput and latency of read and write requests with varying number of clients on different blob sizes. These results were gathered on a single Datanode deployment and across various blob sizes \{50 KB, 500 KB, 5 MB\}.
Figure 2.9: Effect of blob size on maximum throughput, both in terms of MB/s and requests/s, and latency. Results were gathered on a write-only, read-only, and mixed (50%-50%) workload. Reads for small blob sizes (<200 KB) are slowed down by frequent disk seeks, while other requests saturate the network link.
profiling the disk using Bonnie++ \cite{58} (an IO benchmark for measuring disk performance), we confirmed that disk seeks are the dominant source of latency for small blobs. For example, when reading a 50 KB blob, more than 94% of latency is due to disk seek (6.49 ms for disk seek, and 0.4 ms for reading the data).

Read and Write workload mostly utilize only the outbound and inbound link on the Datanode, respectively. However, Read-Write workload has a better mix and evenly utilizes both links reaching higher throughput. Therefore, in our full-duplex network infrastructure the Read-Write mode is able to saturate both links reaching almost double the network bandwidth ($\approx 1.7$ Gb/s in total out of the 2 Gb/s available). For smaller size objects it reaches twice the Read throughput, since Read-Write is a 50-50 workload with reads being the limiting factor.

Figure 2.9c demonstrates the trend in latency under various blob sizes. These results are before the saturation point with 2 clients. Similar to throughput, latency grows linearly except for reading small blobs. The higher latency in Read is because most read requests incur a disk seek, while write requests are batched and written together. The Read-Write latency falls halfway between Read and Write latency because of its mixed workload.

**Variance in Latency**

The tail and variance in request latencies are important. Figure 2.10 shows the CDFs of Write, Read, and Read-Write mode experiments with 2 clients. The CDF of Read and Write mode is very close to a vertical line, with a short tail and a majority of values close to the median. The jump around 0.15 in Read mode (for 50 KB blob size) is because a small fraction of requests are served using the Linux cache which is orders of magnitudes faster than disk (discussed more in following Section). The Read-Write mode is a mixture of the Read and Write CDF with a change around 0.5, following the 50% read - 50% write workload pattern.
Figure 2.10: CDF of read and write latency with 2 clients for various blob sizes. Read-Write falls in the middle with change around 0.5 due to the 50-50 mixed workload.

Table 2.3: Comparision of get request latency when most of requests (83%) are served by disk (Disk Reads) and when all requests are served by linux cache (Cached Reads) for 50 KB blobs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>StdDev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disk Reads</td>
<td>17 ms</td>
<td>67 ms</td>
<td>1.6 ms</td>
<td>9 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cached Reads</td>
<td>3 ms</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
<td>1.6 ms</td>
<td>0.4 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>5.5x</td>
<td>13x</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Effect of Linux Cache**

We ran the micro-benchmark on 50 KB blobs and 2 clients in two configurations: 1) writing 6 times more than the RAM size before reading, so that most requests (83%) are served by disk (Disk Read), and 2) writing data equal to the RAM size to keep all data in RAM (Cached Read). Table 2.3 compares these two modes.

The Cached Read experiment performed more than 2100 requests/s (104 MB/s reaching 79% network bandwidth) matching the maximum write throughput, compared to 540 requests/s for Disk Reads. We also measured the average, maximum, minimum, and standard deviation of latency, shown in Table 2.3. In both cases, the minimum is equal to reading from
the Linux Cache. However, the Cached Read case improves the average and max latency by 5.5x and 13x, respectively. This shows the significance of exploiting the Linux Cache (Section 2.4.4).

2.6.2 Geo-distributed Optimizations

Ambry is designed to work across multiple datacenters geographically distributed. We analyzed our replication algorithm among 3 different datacenters at LinkedIn \{DC1, DC2, DC3\}, located all across the US. All experiments in this section are from production workloads. Since Ambry treats each datacenter independently, except for the background replication that is cross-datacenter. This section focuses on the replication, where we evaluate multiple aspects including the lag among replicas, the time to replicate, and bandwidth used for replication.

**Replication Lag**

We define *replication lag* between a pair of replicas \((r_1, r_2)\) as the difference of \(r_2\)'s highest used offset and \(r_1\)'s latest synced offset with \(r_2\). Note that not all data in the replication lag needs to be transferred to \(r_1\), since it could receive the missing blobs from other replicas as well.

We measured the replication lag among all replicas of a given Datanode and the rest of the cluster, and found that more than 85% of the values were 0. Figure 2.11 shows the CDF of non-zero values grouped by datacenter. The 95th percentile is less than 1 KB for 100 GB partitions (in all datacenters), with slightly worse lag in datacenter 3 since it is placed farther apart from others.
Figure 2.11: CDF of Replication Lag among replica pairs of a given Datanode and the rest of the cluster. Most values were zero, and are omitted from the graph.

**Replication Bandwidth**

Ambry relies on background replication to write data to other datacenters. We measured the aggregate network bandwidth used for inter-datacenter replication during a 24 hour period, shown in Figure 2.12. The aggregate bandwidth is small (< 10 MB/s), similar across all datacenters, and correlated to request rates with a diurnal pattern. This value is small because we batch replication between common replicas and due to the read-heavy nature of the workload.

Figure 2.13 demonstrates the CDF of average replication bandwidth per Datanode, for both intra- and inter-datacenter replication. Intra-datacenter bandwidth is minimal (< 200 B/s at 95th percentile), especially compared to inter-datacenter with 150-200 KB/s at 95th percentile (1000x larger). The higher value for inter-datacenter is because of asynchronous writes. However, the inter-datacenter bandwidth is still negligible (~ 0.2% of a 1 Gb/s link). The small difference among the 3 datacenters is due to the different request rates they receive.

Figure 2.14 shows a zoomed in graph of only inter-datacenter bandwidth. Inter-datacenter
Figure 2.12: Aggregate network bandwidth used for inter-datacenter replication during a 24 hour period in production.

Figure 2.13: CDF of average network bandwidth used per Datanode for intra- and inter-datacenter replication over a 24 hour period in production.
replication has a short tail with the 95th to 5th percentile ratio of about 3x. This short tail is because of the load-balanced design in Ambry. Intra-datacenter replication has a longer tail, as well as many zero values (omitted from the graph). Table 2.4 shows the exact values of the 95th and 5th percentiles and their absolute difference and ratio. Replication either uses almost zero bandwidth (intra-datacenter) or almost balanced bandwidth (inter-datacenter).

Table 2.4: Comparison of the 95th and 5th percentile of average replication bandwidth used for both intra- and inter-datacenter, in three datacenters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>95th</th>
<th>5th</th>
<th>95th-5th</th>
<th>95th ÷ 5th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intra-DC1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>∞</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra-DC2</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>∞</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra-DC3</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>27K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-DC1</td>
<td>128K</td>
<td>40K</td>
<td>88K</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-DC2</td>
<td>150K</td>
<td>53K</td>
<td>97K</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-DC3</td>
<td>197K</td>
<td>63K</td>
<td>134K</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.15: CDF of average replication latency (i.e., time spent to receive missing blobs) for intra- and inter-datacenter in production environment.

**Replication Latency**

We define *replication latency* as the time spent in one iteration of the replication protocol, i.e., $T_{\text{missing \text{ blobs \ received}}} - T_{\text{replication \ initiated}}$. Figure 2.15 demonstrates the CDF of average replication latency for intra- and inter-datacenter, in our production workload.

Inter-datacenter replication latency is low with a median of less than 150 ms, and a very short tail. Although this latency might appear to be high, the number of proxy requests remain near-zero ($< 0.001\%$). This is because users usually read data from the same local datacenter to which they have recently written. Therefore, replication has a minimal effect on user experience.

Surprisingly, intra-datacenter replication latency is relatively high (6x more than inter-datacenter) and with little variance. This pattern is because of a pre-existing and pre-fixed artificial added delay of 1 second, intended to prevent incorrect blob collision detections. If a blob is replicated in a datacenter faster than the Datanode receives the initial put
request (which is possible with less strict policies), the Datanode might consider the put as a blob collision and fail the request. The artificial delay is used to prevent this issue in intra-datacenter replication. This relatively small delay does not have a significant impact on durability or availability of data since intra-replication is only used to fix failed/slow Datanodes, which rarely occurs.

2.6.3 Load Balancing

Since cluster growth occurs infrequently (every few months at most), we implemented a simulator to show the behavior of Ambry over a long period of time (several years), and at large scale (hundreds of Datanodes). We tried a workload that is based on production workloads. All results in this section are gathered using the simulator.

Simulator Design

The simulator’s design resembles Ambry’s architecture with all its components such as the Frontends, Data Nodes, Partitions and etc. Requests are also served using the same path. However, there are no real physical disks. For handling requests, only the metadata (blob id and size) is stored/retrieved, and the effect of requests are reflected (e.g., disk space increase).

Workload: We use a synthetic workload closely resembling the real-world traffic at LinkedIn. This workload preserves the rate of each type of request (read, write, and delete), the blob size distribution, and the access pattern of blobs (based on age).

Cluster Expansion: The simulator starts with an initial set of Datanodes, disks, and partitions in one datacenter. Over time, when partitions reach the capacity threshold, a new batch of partitions are added using the replica placement strategy from Section 2.2.2. If partitions cannot be added (e.g., if there is not enough unallocated space on disks), a batch of new Datanodes are added.
Experiment Setup

The simulation is run in a single datacenter, with 10 Frontend nodes. The experiment starts with 15 Datanodes, each with 10 4TB disks, and 1200 100GB partitions with 3 replicas. At each partition and Datanode addition point, a batch of 600 partitions and 15 Datanodes are added, respectively. The simulation is run over 400 weeks (almost 8 years) and up to 240 Datanodes. The simulation is run with and without rebalancing with the exact same configuration, while measuring request rates, disk usage, and data movement.

Request Rate

We measured the read rate (KB/s) for each disk at any point of time. Figure 2.16 demonstrates the average, standard deviation, maximum and minimum among these values, for the system with and without rebalancing. The results for write rates were similar and removed due to lack of space.

The average, which is also the ideal, is a dropping step function. The drops are points where new Datanodes were added to the cluster. In case of no rebalancing, a majority of the disks are old read-only disks with almost zero traffic, while a few disks receive most of the request. Thus, the minimum is close to zero. Also, the maximum and standard deviation are significant (3x-7x and 1x-2x larger than the average, respectively). When rebalancing is added, the minimum and maximum move close to the average, and the standard deviation drops close to zero. We conclude that Ambry’s load balancing is effective.

Disk Usage

We analyzed the disk usage ratio, i.e., used space divided by total space among disks, with and without rebalancing. As seen in Figure 2.17, without rebalancing, the maximum stays at the capacity threshold since some disks become and remain full, while the minimum drops to zero whenever new Datanodes are added. With rebalancing, the maximum and
Figure 2.16: Average, standard deviation, maximum and minimum of average read rate (KB/s) among disks over a 400 week interval. The system is bootstrapping in the first few weeks, and the results are omitted.
Table 2.5: Improvement of range (max-min) and standard deviation of request rates and disk usage over a 400 week interval. Results are from the system with rebalancing (w/ RB) and without rebalancing (w/o RB).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Integral over 400 weeks</th>
<th>Write Avg</th>
<th>Read Avg</th>
<th>Disk Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range w/o RB</td>
<td>63,000</td>
<td>340,000</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range w/ RB</td>
<td>8,500</td>
<td>52,000</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>7.5x</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td>9x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StdDev w/o RB</td>
<td>21,00</td>
<td>112,000</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StdDev w/ RB</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>8x</td>
<td>10x</td>
<td>10x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

minimum move closer to the average with temporary drops in the minimum until rebalancing is completed. Additionally, the standard deviation drops significantly, becoming almost zero with temporary spikes on Datanode addition points.

**Evaluation Over Time**

We evaluated the improvement over time by measuring the integral of range (max-min) and standard deviation for request rate and disk usage over the 400 week interval. As shown in Table 2.5, rebalancing has a prominent effect improving the range and standard deviation by 6x-9x and 8x-10x, respectively.

**Data Movement**

At points where rebalancing is triggered, we measure the minimum data movement needed to reach an ideal state and the data movement caused by rebalancing. We calculate the minimum data movement by adding the difference between ideal and current disk usage among all disks above ideal disk usage. This value is a lower bound on the minimum data movement since data is moved in granularity of partitions, and reaching this ideal case might not be feasible. As shown in Figure 2.18, the data movement of rebalancing is very close and always below the minimum. This is because the rebalancing algorithms trades off
Figure 2.17: Average, standard deviation, maximum and minimum of disk usage ratio (i.e., used space divided by total space) over a 400 week interval.
Figure 2.18: Data movement of the rebalancing algorithm at each rebalancing point (i.e., whenever new Datanodes are added) over a 400 week interval.

perfect balance (ideal state) for less data movement. Specifically, the rebalancing algorithm usually does not remove (or add) a partition from a disk if it would go below (or above) the ideal state, even if this were to cause slight imbalance.

2.7 RELATED WORK

2.7.1 File Systems

The design of Ambry is inspired by log-structure file systems (LFS) [59, 60]. These file systems are optimized for write throughput by sequentially writing in log-like data structures and relying on the OS cache for reads. Although these single machine file systems suffer from fragmentation issues and cleaning overhead, the core ideas are very relevant, especially since blobs are immutable. The main differences are the skewed data access pattern in our workload and additional optimization such as segmented indexing and Bloom filters used in Ambry.

There has been work on handling metadata and small files more efficiently. Some of
these techniques include reducing disk seeks [61], using a combination of log-structured file systems (for metadata and small data) and fast file systems (for large data) [62], and storing the initial segment of data in the index block [63]. Our system resolves this issue by using in-memory segmented indexing plus Bloom filters and batching techniques.

2.7.2 Distributed File Systems

Due to the extremely large amount of data and data sharing needs, many distributed file systems such as NFS [44] and AFS [46], and even more reliable ones handling failures, such as GFS, HDFS, and Ceph [43,45,47] have emerged. However, all these systems suffer from the high metadata overhead and additional capabilities (e.g., nested directories, permissions, etc.) unnecessary for a simple blob store. In many of these systems (e.g., HDFS, GFS, and NFS) the metadata overhead is magnified by having a separate single metadata server. This server adds an extra hub in each request, becomes a single point of failure, and limits scalability beyond a point. Recent research has addressed this problem by either distributing the metadata [47] or caching it [64]. Although these systems alleviate accessing metadata, each small object still has a large metadata (usually stored on disk), decreasing the effective throughput of the system.

2.7.3 Distributed Data Stores

Many key-value stores, such as [24,25,28,50], have been designed to handle a large number of requests per second. However, these systems cannot handle massively large objects (tens of MBs to GBs) efficiently, and add unnecessary overhead to provide consistency. Also, some systems [24, 25, 50] hash data to machines, creating large data movement whenever nodes are added/deleted.

PNUTS [30] and Spanner [29] are scalable geographically distributed systems, where PNUTS maintains load balance as well. However, both systems provide more features and stronger guarantees than needed in a simple immutable blob store.
Table 2.6: Placement and data-motion optimization in Ambry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Placement</th>
<th>Data Motion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- geo-distributed across multiple datacenters</td>
<td>- partition abstraction for placement</td>
<td>- CDN cache and OS cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- low-latency upload and view</td>
<td>- random placement of objects</td>
<td>- indexing &amp; bloom filters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- persistent data</td>
<td>- mix of many objects in one partition</td>
<td>- chunking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- continuous scaling</td>
<td>- adaptive background load balancing</td>
<td>- async replication with journaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- batching writes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- zero copy reads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- active-active (master free) design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- zero-cost failure detection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.7.4 Blob Stores

A similar concept to partitions in Ambry has been used in other systems. Haystack uses logical volumes [48], Twitter’s blob store uses virtual buckets [52], and Petal file system introduces virtual disks [65]. Ambry is amenable to some optimizations in these systems such as the additional internal caching in Haystack. However, neither Haystack nor Twitter’s blob store tackle the problem of load-imbalance. Additionally, Haystack uses synchronous writes across all replicas impacting efficiency in a geo-distributed setting.

Facebook has also designed f4 [51], a blob store using erasure coding to reduce replication factor of old data (that has become cold). Despite the novel ideas in this system, which potentially can be included in Ambry, our main focus is on both new and old data. Oracle’s Database [66] and Windows Azure Storage (WAS) [67] also store mutable blobs, and WAS is even optimized for a geo-distributed environment. However, they both provide additional functionalities such as support for many data types other than blobs, strong consistency guarantees, and modification to blobs, that are not needed in our use case.

2.8 CONCLUSION

This chapter described Ambry, a distributed storage system designed specifically for storing large immutable media objects, called blobs. We designed Ambry to serve requests in a geographically distributed environment of multiple datacenters while maintaining low la-
tency and high throughput. Using a decentralized design, rebalancing mechanism, chunking, and logical blob grouping, we provide load balancing and horizontal scalability to meet the rapid growth at LinkedIn. Table 2.6 summarizes the requirements and techniques used in Ambry, and how they are all focused around placement and data-motion.

As part of future work we plan to adaptively change the replication factor of data based on the popularity, and use erasure coding mechanisms for cold data. We also plan to investigate using compression mechanisms and its costs and benefits. Additionally, we are working on reducing the replication footprint using location aware mechanism.
CHAPTER 3: SAMZA: STATEFUL STREAM PROCESSING AT SCALE

In this chapter, we present Apache Samza, a distributed system for stateful and fault-tolerant stream processing. Distributed stream processing systems need to support *stateful processing*, *recover quickly from failures* to resume such processing, and *reprocess* an entire data stream quickly. Samza utilizes a partitioned local state along with a low-overhead background changelog mechanism to minimize data-motion, allowing it to scale to massive state sizes (hundreds of TB) per application. Recovery from failures is sped up by rescheduling the placement based on Host Affinity. In addition to processing infinite streams of events, Samza supports processing a finite dataset as a stream, from either a streaming source (e.g., Kafka), a database snapshot (e.g., Databus), or a file system (e.g. HDFS), without having to change the application code (unlike the popular Lambda-based architectures which necessitate maintenance of separate code bases for batch and stream path processing).

Samza is currently in use at LinkedIn by hundreds of production applications with more than 10,000 containers. Samza is an open-source Apache project adopted by many top-tier companies (e.g., LinkedIn, Uber, Netflix, TripAdvisor, etc.). Our experiments show that Samza: a) handles state efficiently, improving latency and throughput by more than $100\times$ compared to using a remote storage; b) provides recovery time independent of state size; c) scales performance linearly with number of containers; and d) supports reprocessing of the data stream quickly and with minimal interference on real-time traffic.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Many modern applications require processing large amount of data in a real-time fashion. We expect our websites and mobile apps to be deeply interactive and show us content based on users’ most recent activities. We expect social networks to show us current global and local hashtag trends within seconds, ad campaigns to orient ads based on current user activity, and data from IoT (Internet of Things) to be processed within minutes.
Processing these streams of data in a real-time fashion poses some unique challenges. First, at LinkedIn, as a global social network company, trillions of events are fed to our production messaging system (Apache Kafka) and change capture system (Databus) per day. To process this massive amount of data, we need to be able to use resources efficiently and at scale, and to handle failures gracefully. Second, it is common for applications to access and store additional stateful data while processing each received event. At LinkedIn, examples of state include (depending on the application): user profiles, email digests, aggregate counts, etc. State computations include aggregations/counts over a window, joining a stream with a database, etc. Thus, we need mechanisms to: i) handle such state efficiently while maintaining performance (high throughput and low latency), and ii) recover quickly after a failure in spite of large state [68].

Third, it is common to require a whole database or the full received stream to be reprocessed completely. Such reprocessing is triggered by reasons ranging from software bugs to changes in business logic. This is one of the primary reasons why many companies employ the Lambda architecture. In a Lambda architecture [69], a streaming framework is used to process real-time events, and in a parallel “fork”, a batch framework (e.g., Hadoop/Spark [38,39,70]) is deployed to process the entire dataset (perhaps periodically). Results from the parallel pipelines are then merged. However, implementing and maintaining two separate frameworks is hard and error-prone. The logic in each fork evolves over time, and keeping them in sync involves duplicated and complex manual effort, often with different languages.

Today, there are many popular distributed stream processing systems including Storm, MillWheel, Heron, Flink [33,35,71,72], etc. These systems either do not support reliable state (Storm, Heron, S4 [71–73]), or they rely on remote storage (e.g., Millwheel, Trident, Dataflow [35,37,74]) to store state. Using external (remote) storage increases latency, consumes resources, and can overwhelm the remote storage. A few systems (Flink, Spark [33,36,75]) try to overcome this issue by using partitioned local stores, along with periodically checkpointing the full application state (snapshot) for fault tolerance. However, full-state checkpointing is
known to be prohibitively expensive, and users in many domains disable it as a result [76]. Some systems like Borealis [77] run multiple copies of the same job, but this requires the luxury of extra available resources [75].

In this work we present Samza, a distributed stream processing system that supports stateful processing, and adopts a unified (Lambda-less) design for processing both real-time as well as batch data using the same dataflow structure. Samza interacts with a change capture system (e.g., Databus) and a replayable messaging system (e.g., Apache Kafka, AWS Kinesis, Azure EventHub) [56, 78–80]. Samza incorporates support for fast failure recovery particularly when stateful operators fail.

The Lambda-less approach is used by Spark and Flink [33, 36]. However, Flink still requires the programmer to access two APIs for streaming and batch processing. We present experimental comparisons against Spark. Samza’s unique features are:

- **Efficient Support for State**: Many applications need to store/access state along with their processing. For example, to compute the click-through rate of ads, the application has to keep the number of clicks and views for each ad. Samza splits a job into parallel tasks and offers high throughput and low latency by maintaining a local (in-memory or on-disk) state partitioned among tasks, as opposed to using a remote data store. If the task’s memory is insufficient to store all its state, Samza stores state on the disk. We couple this with caching mechanisms to provide similar latency to, and better failure recovery than, a memory-only approach. Finally Samza maintains a changelog capturing changes to the state, which can be replayed after a failure. We argue that having a changelog (saving the incremental changes in state) is far more efficient than full state checkpointing, especially when the state is non-trivial in size.

- **Fast Failure Recovery and Job Restart**: When a failure occurs or when the job needs to be explicitly stopped and resumed, Samza is able to restart multiple tasks in parallel. This keeps recovery time low, and makes it independent of the number of
affected tasks. To reduce overhead of rebuilding state at a restarted task, Samza uses a mechanism called Host Affinity. This helps us reduce the restart time to a constant value, rather than linearly growing with the state size.

- **Reprocessing and Lambda-less Architecture:** It is very common to reprocess an entire stream or database. Common scenarios are rerunning using a different processing logic or after a bug discovery. Due to the large scale of reprocessing, many companies use a parallel batch [38] framework, creating duplicate and separate implementations of the same job (high maintenance overhead). Ideally, reprocessing should be done within one system (Lambda-less). Further, the reprocessing often needs to be done alongside processing of streaming data while not interfering with the stream job and without creating conflicting data. Samza provides a common stream-based API that allows the same logic to be used for both stream processing and batch reprocessing (if data is treated as a finite stream). Our architecture reprocesses data without affecting the processing of real-time events, by: a) temporarily scaling the job, b) throttling reprocessing, and c) resolving conflicts and stale data from reprocessing.

- **Scalability:** To handle large data volumes and large numbers of input sources, the system has to scale horizontally. To achieve this goal, Samza: i) splits the input source(s) using consistent hashing into partitions, and ii) maps each partition to a single task. Tasks are identical and independent of each other, with a lightweight coordinator per job. This enables near-linear scaling with number of containers.

Samza has successfully been in production at LinkedIn for the last 4 years, running across multiple datacenters with 100s of TB total data. This deployment spans more than 200 applications on over 10,000 containers processing Trillions of events per day. Samza is open-source and over 15 companies, including Uber, Netflix and TripAdvisor, rely on it today [81].

Our experimental results show that Samza handles state efficiently (improving latency
and throughput by more than $100\times$ compared to using remote storage), provides parallel recovery with almost constant time (regardless of the size of the state), scales linearly with adding more containers, and supports reprocessing data with minimal effect on real-time traffic, while outperforming batch systems. We experimentally compare against both variants of our own system (some of which capture other existing systems), and against Spark and Hadoop in both production and test clusters.

3.2 MOTIVATION

3.2.1 Stateful Processing

Most event processing applications need to access state beyond the mere contents of the events. In this chapter, we refer to state as any persistent data-structure defined by the application or used internally in the system. Such state may arise from cumulative or compact aggregates (computed from the stream), or static settings (e.g., user parameters), or stream joins. To illustrate, we describe Email Digestion System (EDS), a production application running at LinkedIn using Samza. EDS controls email delivery to users by digesting all updates into a single email (Figure 3.1). EDS stores and accesses a large amount of state across multiple users. For each user, EDS accumulates and aggregates updates over a large window of time. To know the window size, EDS looks up the user digestion settings (e.g., every 4 hours) stored in a remote database. Finally, to find the effectiveness of the
digested email, it computes if the email was opened in the last couple days, by joining two streams of sent emails and opened emails over a multi-day window.

State is typically categorized into two types:

- **Read-Only state:** Applications look up “adjunct” read-only data, perhaps for each event, to get the necessary information to process it. Examples of such static state include user digestion settings in EDS or the user profile on each ad view event (accessed to find the user’s field of expertise).

- **Read-Write state:** Some state is maintained and updated as the stream events continue to be processed. Examples of this type of state include: state required for joins of streams/tables over a windows, aggregations, buffers, and machine learning models. Some applications of this state include: rates/counter over a window of time (used for monitoring ads or detecting Denial of Service attacks) and guaranteeing exactly-once semantics by storing all processed message ids to verify uniqueness of incoming message ids. In all these cases the state needs to be fault-tolerant while providing non-trivial consistency guarantees such as “read your writes”.

3.2.2 Data Reprocessing

As described earlier, it is common to reprocess a stream or database, either in part or entirety. For example, at LinkedIn, we use a critical production job to standardize user profile information in order to offer relevant recommendations and advertisements. This job uses a machine learning model (derived offline) to standardize incoming profile updates in real-time. However, the model continually gets updated (even multiple times per week). Upon each update, all existing user profiles (> 450 millions) have to be reprocessed while still processing incoming updates in real-time and without creating conflicts.

In other scenarios, only a few hours worth of data has to be reprocessed (instead of a whole database). For example, during an application upgrade, a software bug may come up.
With proper monitoring, the bug will most likely be detected within minutes or hours. The need after that is to revert the application (or fix the bug), rewind the input stream, and reprocess the data since the upgrade.

3.2.3 Application Summary

We summarize 9 major and diverse stream applications built using Samza that are currently running in LinkedIn’s production environments across multiple datacenters, in Table 3.1. The location of the application is determined by the data source, varying from a single cluster to all clusters.

They are shown in Table 3.1. These are gathered from 10 YARN clusters with hundreds of nodes and 110 TB of memory, spread across multiple geo-distributed datacenters\(^1\).

There is a wide variety amongst applications with a diverse combination of joins, aggregations, filters to even complex machine learning models. The applications studied are in order:

- **EDS**: Digesting updates into one email. State is used in multiple phases: updates are aggregated, user preference for digestion is looked up, and the stream of sent emails and opened emails are joined.

- **Call graph**: Generating the graph of the route a service call traverses. For each service call, a graph is incrementally generated (as the state) by aggregated the individual routes the call has traversed.

- **Inception**: Extracting exception information from error logs. This is a stateless filtering of the incoming data.

- **Exception Tracing**: Enriching exceptions with the exact source (machine) of the exception. This is done by joining the input stream with the table of source informations.

\(^1\)Not all of the cluster capacity was used by the studied applications and other applications were also running.
Table 3.1: Applications running in LinkedIn’s production across multiple datacenters. State size ranges from to 10s of GB to 100s of TBs (actual sizes not shown due to confidentiality). Max values shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Containers</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>Throughput (msg/s)</th>
<th>State type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDS</td>
<td>Digesting updates into one email (aggregation, look-up, and join).</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>40 K</td>
<td>on-disk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call graph</td>
<td>Generating the graph of the route a service call traverses (aggregation).</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>9500</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>1 Million</td>
<td>in-mem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inception</td>
<td>Extracting exception information from error logs (stateless filter).</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>700 K</td>
<td>stateless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception Tracking</td>
<td>Enriching exceptions with the source (machine) of the exception (join).</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>150 K</td>
<td>in-mem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Popularity</td>
<td>Calculating the top k most relevant categories of data items (join and machine learning).</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.5 K</td>
<td>on-disk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Enriching</td>
<td>Enriching the stream of data items with more detailed information (join).</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100 K</td>
<td>on-disk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Speed</td>
<td>Computing site speed metrics (e.g., average or percentiles) from the stream of monitoring events over a 5-minute window (aggregation).</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60 K</td>
<td>in-mem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/B testing</td>
<td>Measuring the impact of a new feature. This application first categorizes input data (by their tag) into new and old versions and then computes various metrics for each category (split and aggregate).</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100 K</td>
<td>in-mem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardization (&gt;15 jobs)</td>
<td>Standardizing profile updates using machine learning models. This application includes &gt; 15 jobs, each processing a distinct features such as title, gender, and company (join, look-up, machine learning).</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60 K</td>
<td>remote on-disk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• **Data Popularity**: Calculating the top k most relevant categories of data items. This involves enriching the data by doing joins and then using machine learning algorithms to find the top k.

• **Data Enriching**: Enriching the stream of data items with more detailed information by joining the stream with other tables.

• **Site Speed**: Computing site speed metrics (such as average and percentiles) from the stream of monitoring events over a 5-minute window. This involves multiple aggregations for the various metrics gathered.

• **A/B testing**: Measuring the impact of a new feature. This application first categorizes input data (by their tag) into new and old versions by splitting the input stream. Then, for each category various metrics are computed using aggregations.

• **Standardization**: Standardizing profile updates using machine learning models. This application includes > 15 jobs, each focusing on distinct features, such as title, gender, and company. Each job has a unique machine learning model, and in some jobs joins and data enriching is also used.

These applications exhibit a wide diversity along several angles: 1) **Scale**: throughput (input messages processed per second) and the number of containers, tasks, and inputs; 2) **State handled**: size and type of state; and 3) **Lifetime**: how long the job has been running.

**Scale**: The scale of applications varies widely based on the computational need of the application, from 70 containers to more than 500 containers. The higher scale is either due to higher throughput requirements (e.g., Inception) or computation load per event (e.g., EDS and Standardization). Samza supports various input source types (Kafka, Databus, Kinesis, etc.) as well as many input streams. Our applications range from 2 inputs to roughly 900 input streams with > 27,000 total partitions. For example, Inception processes 880 input streams (capturing exceptions) from multiple applications.
The number of tasks per container also varies significantly from 1 task per container (Inception) to ≈65 tasks per container (Call graph), with an average value of 10 tasks. A higher task per container ratio provides more flexibility when scaling out/in which is a positive factor for stateful jobs.

**State:** Applications range widely from stateless jobs (e.g., filtering done by Inception) to ones using a variety of different stores, ranging from fast in-memory stores to on-disk local stores with higher capacity (100s of TB vs. a few TBs) and remote stores with faster failure recovery. The type/size of the store is determined based on application requirements on performance, capacity, and failure recovery.

**Lifetime:** At LinkedIn, the number of production applications built using Samza has been growing rapidly, with a tenfold growth in the past 2 years (from 20 to 200). While we have focused on only the most mature applications here, newer applications continue to emerge.

### 3.3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section we present our end to end processing pipeline, Samza’s high-level architecture, and how jobs are handled.

#### 3.3.1 Processing Pipeline

Our stream processing pipeline works as a feedback loop (Figure 3.2). It receives events and updates from the service tier, processes them, and updates the service tier in return. This is a common pattern adopted by many companies.

The service tier (top of Figure 3.2, e.g., the website and mobile app, where clients interact) generates two main types of data that need to be processed. First, more than trillions of *events* are generated per day. Use cases vary widely from capturing interactions with the service tier (e.g., viewed ads, and shared articles) to background monitoring and logging.
(e.g., site latency, exceptions and call tracing). Additionally, an often-overlooked source of data are updates occurring on databases (both SQL and NoSQL). Our databases have a transaction log capturing the stream of updates. For instance, every time a user changes their profile, several downstream applications need to know this and react to it.

At the first phase in Figure 3.2, called the Ingestion layer, these stream of events and updates are ingested into fault-tolerant and replayable messaging systems. We use Apache Kafka [56], a large-scale publish-subscribe system (widely adopted by > 80 other companies [82]), and Databus [80], a database change capture system, as our messaging system for events and updates, respectively. Both these systems have the ability to replay streams to multiple subscribers (or applications), from any offset per subscriber. Databus also supports streaming a whole database from a snapshot.
In the next phase, called the *Processing* layer, these multiple streams of events and updates are fed to one or many Samza jobs. Samza acts as our core processing framework, processing input and generating output in real-time. Finally, in the *Serving* layer, results of the processing layer (e.g., connection recommendations and suggested feeds), are persisted to an external database or a pub-sub system (e.g., Kafka). Results are also returned to the service tier to update the services accordingly.

### 3.3.2 Processing Layer Design

A Samza job is an intact stage of computation: one or many input streams are fed to the job; various processing—from simple operations (e.g., filter, join, and aggregation) to complex machine learning algorithms—are performed on the input; and one or many new output streams are generated.

#### Logical Representation

Samza represents jobs as a directed graph of *operators* (vertices) connected by *streams* of data (edges). Figure 3.3 shows an example Samza job consuming a stream of user profile updates, splitting the stream into skill and job updates, extracting tags, and computing the top k trending tags (we use this as a running example in our discussion).

A stream is an infinite sequence of messages, each in the form of a *(key, value)* pair,
Table 3.2: Operators supported in Samza.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>map</td>
<td>applying a defined function on each message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>filter</td>
<td>filtering messages based on a function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>window</td>
<td>splitting a stream into windows and aggregating elements in the window.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>partition</td>
<td>repartitioning a stream on a different key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m:1</td>
<td>join</td>
<td>joining $\geq 2$ streams into one stream based on a given function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>merge</td>
<td>merging $\geq 2$ two streams into one stream.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:m</td>
<td>user-defined</td>
<td>user-defined split or replication of a stream into $\geq 2$ streams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This is achieved by allowing multiple operators consume the same stream.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Flowing through the system. A stream is internally divided into multiple partitions, based on a given entry. There are three types of streams: 1) input streams that enter the job, without a source operator (e.g., Profile updates); 2) output streams that exit the job, without a destination operator (e.g., Trending tags); and 3) intermediate streams that connect and carry messages between two operators (e.g., skills, jobs, tags and counts).

An operator is a transformation of one or many streams to another stream(s). Based on the number of input and output streams, Samza supports three types of operators: a) 1:1 operators transforming one stream to another (e.g., Count), b) m:1 operators transforming many streams to one (e.g., Merge), and c) 1:m operators transforming one stream to many (e.g., Split), as shown in Table 3.2.

**System API:** The API of Samza is based on Java 8 Stream package [83] because of its ease of programming and functional programming capabilities. Listing 3.1 demonstrates the sample code for the Trending Tags job (Figure 3.3).

The basic 1:1 operators are: a) **map**: applying a user-defined function on each message (e.g., `SkillTagExtractor` extracting tags using a machine learning model or `MyCounter` updating a local store); b) **filter**: comparing each message against a filter condition (e.g.,...
public void create(StreamGraph graph, Config conf) {
    // initialize the graph
    graph = StreamGraph.fromConfig(conf);
    MsgStream updates = graph.createInStream();
    OutputStream topTags = graph.createOutStream();

    // create and connect operators
    MsgStream skillTags = updates.filter(SkillFilter f_s)
        .map(SkillTagExtractor e_s);
    MsgStream JobTags = updates.filter(JobFilter f_j)
        .map(JobTagExtractor e_j);
    skillTags.merge(jobTags).map(MyCounter)
        .window(10, TopKFinder).sendto(topTags);
    // 10 sec window
}

class MyCounter implements Map<In, Out>{
    // state definition
    Store<String, int> counts = new Store();
    public Out apply(In msg){
        int cur = counts.get(msg.id) + 1;
        counts.put(msg.id, cur);
        return new Out(msg.id, cur);
    }
}

SkillFilter); c) window: partitioning a stream into windows and applying a user-defined function on the window (e.g., TopKFinder over 10 s windows); and d) partition: repartitioning and shuffling a stream on a different key. The main m:1 operators are: e) join: joining two streams on a user-defined condition, and f) merge: merging two streams into one (e.g., merging skillTags and jobTags). Finally, the 1:m operators are defined by feeding the same stream into different operators (e.g., feeding update stream into two different filters).

The combination of diverse operator types and support for arbitrary user-defined functions enables handling a wide range of applications. For example, to perform aggregation
(1:1 operator), depending on whether to be done over an entire stream or a window of data, a single aggregation logic (e.g., count) can be used in a `map` or `window` operator, respectively.

**Physical Deployment**

Internally, as depicted in Figure 3.4, a job is divided into multiple parallel, independent, and identical tasks, and an input stream is divided into partitions (e.g., \{P_1, ..., P_p\}). Each task executes the identical logic, but on its own input partition (a data parallelism approach). Each task runs the entire graph of operators. For each incoming message, the task flows the message through the graph (executing operators on the message), until an operator with no output or the final output stream is reached.

Most intermediate stream edges stay local to the task, i.e., they do not cross the task boundary. This keeps most communications local and minimizes network I/O. The only exception is the `partition` operator, where messages are redistributed across all tasks based
on the partitioning logic. For non-local streams and the job’s input and output streams, Samza utilizes a fault-tolerant (no message loss) and replayable (with large buffering capabilities) communication mechanism. At LinkedIn, we mainly use Kafka, although other communications mechanism supporting partitioning, e.g., Kinesis or Azure EventHub [78,79] can be used instead.

By employing replayable communication with large buffering capabilities, Samza can temporarily overcome congestion. Lagging messages are buffered without impacting upstream jobs, and replayed with the pace of the slow job. This is particularly important at non-local streams with high potential of creating congestion. Although this approach does not fully resolve the issue, it gives enough time for a temporary spike to pass, or to scale-out a slow job.

We leverage the partitioning already performed by the input streams in order to split jobs into tasks. The number of partitions of the input streams (configured by the application developer) indicates the number of tasks. For a single stream, each partition is mapped to a single task. However, partitions of different streams (e.g., partition 1 stream A and partition 1 stream B) can be mapped to the same task (used for joining two streams). A higher number of tasks provides more parallelism and finer granularity when scaling. However, too many tasks can create excessive overhead.

**Resource Allocation:** Tasks are grouped together into containers using a round-robin, random, or user-defined strategy. The number of threads is configurable, ranging from one per container up to one per task\(^2\). The spectrum of choices defined by these extremes also defines a trade-off between ease of programming (with no race conditions in a single-threaded model) and performance (with potentially higher throughput by exploiting more parallelism).

The application developer configures the number and capacity of containers, which de-

\[^2\text{Within a tasks users can implement multi-threaded logic.}\]
fines the amount of resources assigned to a job\textsuperscript{3}. Samza offloads container allocation and placement to a separate Resource Manager layer. This layer manages the available resources in cluster by handling: resource allocation, monitoring, failure detection, and failure recovery (by restarting or reallocation). This layered and modular design provides pluggability and flexibility. Currently, we use Apache YARN [22], one of the most popular resource managers, in our pipeline. Samza is also available as \textit{standalone Samza}, an embeddable client library allowing applications to be hosted in any environment.

\textbf{Coordinator:} Each job has a lightweight \textit{Coordinator} managing and tracking the job. The Coordinator maintains several pieces of metadata pertinent to the job including: i) job configuration (such as the number of containers and input sources); ii) placements (mapping of containers to machines, tasks to containers, and input partitions to tasks). When using YARN, the coordinator is part of YARN’s Application Master, and when using standalone Samza, the coordinator uses Zookeeper to elect a singleton leader.

3.4 SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section we discuss Samza’s goal (Section 1), existing ways to address it, and key design techniques in Samza.

3.4.1 Efficient Access to State

Several applications (Section 3.2.1) access/store large amounts of state along with processing incoming events. Some streaming engines have tackled this problem by using a reliable external \textit{remote store} [35, 37], e.g., MillWheel persists data in Bigtable [28]. This remote store has to independently handle fault-tolerance (by replicating data) while still providing some notion of consistency (the weakest requirement is usually read-your-writes consistency per task).

\textsuperscript{3}Configuring the optimal number of containers is a challenging problem, especially in the presence of unpredictable workload changes [84]. As future work, we are working on dynamically and adaptively scaling the number of containers (based on the job’s load and requirements).
While storing state in an external file system outsources the responsibility of fault-tolerance, this approach is not efficient. It consumes network and CPU resources, increases average and tail latency, and limits throughput. It may also overwhelm the remote store (e.g., in presence of spikes), negatively impacting other applications using the shared store. When a single input message generates multiple remote requests, this is further amplified. For example, Millwheel and Trident provide exactly-once semantics by storing processed message keys (one write per message) along with verifying that incoming messages are unique (one read per message).

Another approach is to keep data local and, for fault-tolerance, use periodic checkpointing, i.e., a snapshot of the entire state is periodically stored in a persistent storage [33, 36, 75]. However, full state checkpointing in general slows down the application. It is particularly expensive when state is large, such as 100s of TB (Section 3.5); users tend to disable full state checkpointing for even smaller state sizes [76].

**State in Samza**

Samza moves the state from a remote store to instead being local to tasks – the task’s local store (memory and disk) is used to store that task’s state. This is particularly feasible in Samza with independent tasks (Figure 3.5).

Samza supports both in-memory and on-disk stores as options to trade off performance, failure recovery, and capacity. The in-memory approach is the fastest, especially for applications with random access (poor data locality). The on-disk store can handle state that is orders of magnitude larger while reducing failure recovery time. For our on-disk store we use RocksDB, a high-performance and low-latency single machine storage, widely used [85]. Other embeddable stores, e.g., LevelDB and LMDB, can be used as well.

Samza further improves on-disk stores by leveraging memory as a 3-layer cache. At the deepest layer, each RocksDB instance caches the most popular items using a least recently used (LRU) mechanism. To mitigate the deserialization cost of RocksDB, Samza provides
a caching layer of deserialized data in front of RocksDB. Finally, we rely on OS caches to keep the frequently accessed pages around (similar to [13]). Our experiments show that for applications with good-locality workloads, caching mechanisms ensure on-disk stores perform close to in-memory stores. For random access workloads, on-disk still achieves acceptable performance.

In most cases, state is partitioned across tasks using the same partitioning function and key as used for the input stream. Hash or range partitioning can be used. For instance, in a word-count job, a task is assigned to process words in a specified range (e.g., words starting with $[a-g]$) and stores state for the same range (e.g., counts of words starting with $[a-g]$). Joins, aggregations, metric computation (count/rates), are all supported in this manner.

For applications that absolutely need to use a remote store, Samza supports asynchronous processing of remote requests for efficiency and concurrency. When using asynchronous processing, Samza handles out of order event processing while ensuring at-least-once guarantees (even in the event of failures). This may be needed if the input partitioning is different from the state partitioning. In a job enriching place-of-birth updates with country information,
the input is a stream of profile updates (key = \textit{userid}) while the store is keyed by country (key = \textit{countryid}). In such cases, if the state is small (tens of GB), Samza can broadcast the state to all tasks and store it locally, otherwise, Samza uses a remote store along with caching (for performance). Another use case is when tasks need to share state, or state needs to be queried from outside the job, where a remote store satisfying the consistency requirements of the job is used.

Although local state provides better performance, it comes at the cost of lower flexibility and losing independence of state from computation. This brings up major challenges including: \textit{what if a failure occurs?}, \textit{how to recover from failures with low overhead?}, and \textit{How to scale jobs out/in?}. These challenges are addressed in the following sections.

**Fault-Tolerance**

Using local state, requires solving a main challenge that arises out of it: \textit{how to provide efficient fault-tolerance?} Samza equips each task with a changelog that captures all updates done on the local store (Figure 3.5). A key feature of the changelog is that it is only capturing incremental changes rather than the entire state. The changelog is an append-only log maintained outside of the job architecture. Samza stores the changelog in Kafka, enabling fast and easy replays in case of a failure, although, any other durable, replayable and ordered messaging system can be used.

For efficiency, the changelog is kept out of the hot path of computation. Updates are batched and periodically sent to Kafka in the background using the spare network bandwidth. After successfully writing a batch of updates, the \textit{latest offset}—indicating the latest successfully processed input message—is persisted in the Coordinator (Figure 3.5). After a failure, state is rebuilt by replaying the changelog, then, all messages after the latest offset are reprocessed.

Moreover, to reduce changelog overheads and prevent an indefinitely growing changelog, Samza utilizes Kafka’s compaction features. Compaction retains the latest value for each
key by removing duplicate updates. Compaction is performed in the background and outside the hot path. Compaction is used in two cases: 1) compacting the batch of updates sent to the changelog (reducing the network overhead); 2) compacting the changelog itself (reducing storage overhead). Right after compaction, the changelog is no larger than a snapshot of the task’s most critical state.

It is well-known that providing exactly-once semantics is either slow or overloads the remote file system [35]. Samza guarantees at-least-once processing, preferring performance over consistency. In practice, we observe that at-least-once is sufficient for our applications requirements. For a few cases requiring exactly-once, it is implemented by the application (with low overhead) by leveraging local state.

The changelog approach in Samza provides a read-your-writes consistency level on a per task basis. Without failures, data is stored locally on single replica, straightforwardly providing read-your-writes consistency. In presence of a failure, processing and state are rolled back to the point of time where consistency is conserved, i.e., the latest persisted offset, wherein all updates from processed messages up to the latest offset are reliably reflected in the state.

The changelog in Samza adds less than 5% performance overhead. An append-only log has been measured to be far more efficient (2 million op/s with 3 machines in Kafka [86]) compared to accessing a remote store (at most 100K op/s with 3 machines [87,88]).

**Fast state recovery**

After a failure, a job or a portion of it needs to be restarted. Failures may include node, container, or disk failures. Restart may also be warranted upon preventive maintenance (either stop-the-world or one container at a time), and configuration updates (due to misconfiguration or workload changes).

Replaying the changelog (even compacted) can still introduce excessive overhead and long pauses, e.g., with 100s of TBs of state. This will be especially pronounced when the changelog
is accessed remotely. To mitigate this, Samza uses a fast state recovery mechanism called 
*Host Affinity (HAff)*. The key idea in HAff is to leverage the state already stored on disk (in
RocksDB) by preferring to place a restarting task on the same physical machine where it was
running prior to the failure (stored in the Coordinator). This is a best-effort mechanism, and
will continually try to optimize placement, even in presence of repeated failures. However,
HAff is not effective in case of permanent machine failures, where replaying the changelog is
used instead.

To make HAff feasible, Samza stores state in a known directory (in the native file system)
outside of the container namespace. This allows state to live independent of the application
lifecycle. A garbage collection agent runs in the background, removing state of permanently
deleted applications. Since the underlying system cannot distinguish between stopped and
deleted applications, we rely on the application developer to manually mark applications as
deleted.

In production, we found that HAff is effective in over 85% of restart cases. By using HAff
in our large stateful applications (≈ 100 of TBs of state), we were able to reduce recovery
time by 60× (from 30 minutes to 30 seconds).

3.4.2 Lambda-less

Inevitable software bugs and changes along with inaccuracies (late or out-of-order ar-
rivals) can require parts (or even a whole) stream to be reprocessed. To mitigate this issue,
many companies [89] utilize a Lambda architecture, wherein data is dispatched in a parallel
“fork” to both an online stream and offline batch path (e.g., Hadoop or Spark), as shown
in Figure 3.6). The stream path processes incoming data in real-time (latency is first-class)
while the batch path acts as source-of-truth, periodically generating batch views of accurate
results (accuracy is first-class). Final results are computed by merging stream and refined
batch views [69]. To reprocess data it is sent via the batch path. This separation allows
data to be reprocessed completely via the batch path (if needed).
However, the Lambda architecture comes at a high management cost, requiring duplicate development of stream and batch logic and code for the same application, and keeping these logics in sync as the application evolves over time. The Lambda approach also consumes double resources (two systems need to be running for both stream and batch processing). In the batch path inaccuracies could still occur—there can be late arrivals at the beginning, and missing data at the end of the batch interval.

Samza instead adopts a unified model supporting both stream and batch. The main challenges are: 1) to process late events, and 2) to reprocess a stream or database without impacting incoming messages or pressuring the database/service. 3) to support an easy-to-use API (Section 3.3.2) readily available in batch systems [36,41,42].

Unified Model: Similar to [74,90], Samza treats batch data as a finite stream of data, with a special token indicating the end of the stream. Application logic is developed and maintained in one place using a unified API. A single application can switch between real-time traffic, batch data from HDFS (integrated with Samza), or a database snapshot. Depending on the input source fed to the application, stream of incoming messages or old batched data, the job will become stream or batch job.

Processing Late Events: Samza employs a reactive approach, i.e., processing and fixing previous results when late or out-of-order results arrive (this bears similarities to Millwheel [35]). To avoid reprocessing the entire stream, the input is split into windows. Upon pro-
cessing a late message, the impacted windows are found, rolled back, and recomputed [74]. State management is a key element in late event handling. Generally, the whole window of messages should be stored (e.g., a join operation). For some operations, storage can be optimized where a compact final “result” is available (e.g., for a counter or aggregations).

Currently, the application is in charge of implementing the late arrival logic \(^4\). However, the windowing functionality along with the efficient state handling make Samza an perfect fit for this I/O intensive feature.

**Reprocessing:** To reprocess an entire stream or database (Section 3.2.2), Samza leverages: a) Kafka’s replaying capability to reprocess a stream, and b) Databus’ *bootstrapping* capability to reprocess a database. During bootstrapping, Databus generates a stream from a database snapshot (without impacting the database service) followed by the stream of new updates after the snapshot.

To perform reprocessing, Samza simply switches between different inputs: real-time traffic, replayed stream, or bootstrap stream, in single intact application. Reprocessing can be done in two modes: 1) *blocking* where real-time computation blocks until all reprocessing is complete, or 2) *non-blocking* where reprocessing is done in parallel with real-time processing. Typically, blocking reprocessing is used with small datasets, e.g., rolling-back latest upgrade due to a bug, while non-blocking processing is used with massive datasets, e.g., business logic change requiring reprocessing of whole database. In non-blocking reprocessing, Samza minimizes the impact on the real-time processing via: i) throttling reprocessing, ii) temporary job scale out.

Late events may create conflicts. A merge job is used to resolve conflicts (between the reprocessing and real-time stream) and prioritize the real-time results. This is developer specified logic. For instance, in the Standardization job, the user may change the profile, \(p_{\text{new}}\), while the reprocessing will also process the user’s old profile, \(p_{\text{old}}\). If reprocessing of \(p_{\text{old}}\) occurs after processing \(p_{\text{new}}\), it can override the results of the new profile. Thus, a merge

\[^4\text{As future work, we are adding late event handling as a built-in support in Samza.}\]
job is needed to merge both updates and prioritize the results of $p_{new}$.

Although there is no technical size limit to what you can reprocess in a streaming system like Samza, there comes a point where you might need thousands of machines to do the reprocessing in a reasonable amount of time, e.g. a dataset which is hundreds of terabytes or more. At LinkedIn, such datasets are reprocessed only in our Hadoop grids. This separation of clusters avoids network saturation and other DOS triggers in our online clusters.

3.4.3 Scalable Design

Samza provides scalability via a decentralized design, maximizing independence among its components. These design principals have helped Samza to scale in multiple fronts:

1. **Scaling resources:** As discussed in Section 3.3.2, a job is split into independent and identical tasks (with input/state partitioning). Then, independently tasks are allocated on containers. This decoupling allows tasks to be flexibly scheduled and migrated if necessary. The system easily scales by spreading tasks across a larger number of containers. Based on our result, we scale almost linearly with adding more containers.

2. **Scaling state:** Samza scales to a massive amount of state, by leveraging independent partitioned local stores. State can easily scale by spreading the local stores across more machines (or containers). Also, state recovery is done in parallel across tasks and is not impacted by the number of failed containers.

3. **Scaling input sources:** Samza treats each input stream autonomously from other inputs. This enables scaling to many inputs, e.g., the Inception application (Table 3.1) processes exceptions from more than 850 different streams sources. Due to its modular design, Samza works with a variety of systems including: Databus, DynamoDB Streams, Kinesis, ZeroMQ and MongoDB [56, 79, 80, 91–93], and this set is continuously growing.
Table 3.3: Main parameters of data generation in each approach, and the range of values studied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Checkpoint</td>
<td>interval</td>
<td>time between two consecutive checkpoints.</td>
<td>10 min - 90 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>state_size</td>
<td>total size of state in Bytes</td>
<td>100 GB - 100 TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changelog</td>
<td>change_rate</td>
<td>rate of entry changes in the state (msg/s).</td>
<td>10 K - 10 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>entry_size</td>
<td>size of each entry of the state in Bytes</td>
<td>10 B - 1 KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Scaling the number of jobs: Samza utilizes a decentralized design with no system-wide master. Instead, each job has a lightweight Coordinator managing it. Also, jobs maintain their independence from each other, and each job is placed on its own set of containers. This enables Samza to scale to large numbers of jobs. We have seen a 10× growth in the number of applications over the past 2 years.

3.5 CHECKPOINTING VS. CHANGELOG

To provide fault-tolerance, Samza uses a changelog capturing changes to the state in the background. Another popular approach is full state checkpointing, where periodically a snapshot of the entire state is taken and stored in an external storage [33, 36, 75, 94]. Checkpointing can be either synchronous (pause, checkpoint, and resume) or asynchronous (in the background)—a more performant but also more complex approach. In both cases, the overhead of checkpointing can be prohibitive especially for large state sizes.

In this section, we quantitatively compare full-state checkpointing vs. Samza’s changelog approach, taking into account characteristics of real applications from production.

The average amount of additional data generated (Bytes/s) is the main source of overhead in both checkpointing and changelog. Table 3.3 summarizes the parameters that affect it, and thus, the focus of this study.

For checkpointing, data generation depends on checkpointing interval (interval) and
size of each checkpoint \((state\_size)\). The interval trades off checkpointing overhead (less for larger intervals) and the amount of work needed to be redone in the case of a failure (more for larger intervals). On the other hand, changelog depends on the rate of changes \((change\_rate)\) and the size of each change \((entry\_size)\). Thus, the average rate of data generation for these approaches are:

\[
Data_{checkpoint} = \frac{state\_size}{interval} \\
Data_{changelog} = change\_rate \times entry\_size
\]

We define the break-even point, \(bp\), as where \(Data_{checkpoint}\) equals to \(Data_{changelog}\). For any \(change\_rate\) value below \(bp\), changelog is the preferred approach, and for any value above, checkpointing. For various checkpointing configurations \((interval\) and \(state\_size)\) and \(entry\_size\) values, we measure \(change\_rate\) at break-even point. This is depicted as the lines in Figure 3.7. For example, for a \(state\_size\) of 100 TB, an \(interval\) of 20 minutes, and \(entry\_size\) of 10 B, \(bp\) is \(\approx 10\) Trillion changes/s. For any \(change\_rate\) below 10 Trillion/s, changelog would be a better option.

Based on our production application configurations (Section 3.2.3) a \(change\_rate\) of Trillions of changes/s is not realistic. As a pessimistic estimate of the \(change\_rate\) (accounting for our application growth over the next few years), we use the throughput achieved in our production applications (Table 3.1) as a proxy for the \(change\_rate\) and multiply it by 10. This range, is shown by the shaded area in Figure 3.7.

We observe that for large \(state\_size\) values (100 TB), changelog is clearly a better choice (the shaded area is below the 100 TB lines). A small \(state\_size\) with a large \(entry\_size\) (100 GB - 1 KB, the lowest line in the plot) is also uncommon in production-scale applications, since the state should compose of only a few entries. For a small \(state\_size\) and a small \(entry\_size\) (100 GB–10 B, second lowest line in plot), at a \(change\_rate\) of around 10 M
change/s, changelog performs worse than checkpointing. To mitigate this issue, Samza utilizes batching along with a compaction mechanism (removing redundant keys) to reduce the effective change_rate. By batching data for a couple of seconds, even with a change_rate of 10 M change/s (given the total state has \( \approx \) 10 Million entries in the 100GB–10B case), the effective change_rate is reduced significantly, keeping changelog efficient and the more preferable technique.

3.6 EVALUATION

Our evaluation addresses the following questions:

1. How effective is local state, versus alternative options?

2. What is the effect of failures, and how fast is recovery? How much does Host Affinity help in failure recovery?

3. How fast is reprocessing, especially compared to existing systems?
4. How does Samza scale?

In doing so, we compare Samza with existing systems including Spark and Hadoop, as well as against other alternative Samza-like designs.

3.6.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluated the system using both production jobs and microbenchmarks, subjecting the system to much higher stress than production workloads. Our experiments were performed on both small (6 nodes) and large (500 nodes) production clusters at LinkedIn.

Microbenchmarks were performed on a test YARN and Kafka cluster. We used a 6 node YARN cluster, with 4 Resource Managers (RMs) and 2 Node Managers (NMs). Each NM was a high-end machine with 64GB RAM, 24 core CPUs, a 1.6 TB SSD, 2 1TB HDDs, and a full-duplex 1 Gbps Ethernet network. We also used an 8 node Kafka cluster of similar machines. We tested the system using two applications: a ReadWrite and ReadOnly job.

The ReadWrite job contains a map of ids to counters. For each input message, an embedded id is extracted, current count for id is read, the counter is incremented, and then written back. This job mimics the trend in real-world aggregation and metrics collecting jobs, e.g., EDS, Call Graph, Site Speed, and A/B Testing in Table 3.1.

The ReadOnly job consists of a join between a database and an input stream. For each message, an embedded id is extracted, value val for id is read from a database, val is joined with (a fraction of) the input message, and outputted as a new message. This follows the pattern used in many real-world enriching jobs, e.g., Data Enriching (enriching a stream of data with additional details) and Exception Tracing (enriching exceptions with source information).

We use a single input stream with infinite tuples (id, padding). id is a randomly generated number in the range [1, 10^k] and padding is a randomly generated string of size m. We use k and m as tuning knobs of the workload. k trades off state size for locality–a larger k creates
more entries (larger state) while decreasing the chance of reading the same data twice. \textit{m} is used to tune CPU/network usage. Since the serialization/deserialization overhead and header overhead per message is almost constant, \textit{m} tunes the ratio of overhead to Bytes/s processed. We chose \textit{m} such that the system is under stress (CPU and network utilization \( \geq 60\% \)). We found 100 and 130 Bytes padding to be the appropriate values for ReadWrite and ReadOnly, respectively.

Before submitting a job, we pre-populate the input stream, so that no time is spent on waiting for new data (inter-arrival between messages is 0). Additionally, in ReadOnly case, we pre-populate the store with random values for all keys.

### 3.6.2 Effectiveness of Local State

In order to evaluate our design of local state, we compare our choice against other alternative designs. The stores we consider are as following:

- **in-mem** and **on-disk**: A partitioned in-memory store (our homegrown key-value store) or on-disk store (Rocks/DB), \textit{without} any fault-tolerance mechanism. Stateless systems, such as Storm and Heron, use these type of stores (typically in-mem). Additionally, without considering the checkpoint overhead which depends on the interval and state size (Section 3.5), systems using checkpointing, e.g., Flink and Spark [33,36,75], also fall here.

- **in-mem + Clog and on-disk + Clog**: Samza’s in-mem or on-disk store along with changelog for fault-tolerance. This a new store developed by Samza.

- **on-disk no cache**: On-disk with no in-memory caching. This mimics the behavior of applications with large state and poor data locality (high cache misses).

- **remote store**: An external remote storage, used in many systems including Millwheel, Trident, Dataflow [35,37,74].
Figure 3.8: Comparison of storing state using an in-memory structure, local on-disk storage, or a remote database, with and without a changelog (CLog). These graphs show throughput and latency in a read only and a 50-50 read write workload.

Although our Samza implementation supports all these variants, the default is on-disk + Clog. This variant performs the best, has large state support (hundreds of TBs), and offers low cost failure recovery (close to stateless).

To evaluate state, we used ReadWrite and ReadOnly micro-benchmarks. In each test we continuously added containers until throughput is saturated. Figure 3.8 shows maximum achieved throughput and average latency for different stores. We computed the theoretical maximum throughput achievable by the network (Max-Net), i.e., network bandwidth divided
by the message size. Since ReadOnly messages are larger than ReadWrite, both maximum and achieved network throughput are smaller.

**In-memory vs. On-disk**

As shown in Figure 3.8, in-mem and on-disk stores perform similarly, and both approach the network maximum (Max-Net). The in-mem and on-disk stores do not handle fault-tolerance. However, even when we add fault-tolerance using a changelog, the overhead is negligible.

To measure the effect of caches, we also plot numbers from disabling all internal caches, including the caching layer provided by Samza and Rocks DB (on-disk no cache). This reduced throughput by only 50-60%, indicating the caching is not solely responsible for our performance gains.

We conclude that on-disk state coupled with a caching strategy can achieve the same performance as using in-mem store, but it also achieves better fault-tolerance and supports larger state than in-mem (TBs vs tens of GBs).

**Local vs. Remote state**

We compared using local state (in-mem or on-disk) to remote state. As our remote state we used Espresso [31], a scalable key-value store widely used in LinkedIn’s production (e.g., storing user profiles). We used an additional 5 node cluster (4 data nodes and a router) with nodes similar to the Kafka cluster. As shown in Figure 3.8, even with additional resources used for the remote store, latency increases by 3 orders of magnitude (a few μs to a few ms). This is due to traversing multiple hubs (router, data nodes, replication, and back to the user) which each takes hundreds of μs.

Throughput is impacted less than latency, and drops by two orders of magnitude (100-150 ×), since requests are issued in parallel. ReadOnly achieves 3× better throughput than
Figure 3.9: Utilization of network (in bound link) and CPU when using in-mem, on-disk and remote state, with and without a changelog (CLog).

ReadWrite because a) the former issues fewer requests per message (one vs. two), and b) reads have lower overhead vs. writes (no replication needed).

We expect this large difference between local and remote state to hold beyond Espresso. Other studies [87,88] show that most popular stores, such as Cassandra, HBase, Voldemort, MySQL, Couchbase, and Redis [24, 50, 95–98], can only reach tens of 1000s of requests/s using of 4 nodes. When using local state we perform millions of requests/s.

Resource Utilization

Figure 3.9 measures the resource utilization (CPU, disk, network) for each test. We elide disk utilization (being < 5% for all except for no-cache case) and outbound network (following the same pattern as inbound link) due to space.

When using in-mem store or on-disk with caching (with or without changelog), we saturate the network (utilizing ≥ 85%). Note that our benchmarks are configured to stress-test the system using ≥60% of CPU resources, while in production this value is typically below 20%.
Adding changelog has a small impact (≈ 15%) on CPU utilization (additional serialization and deserialization overhead), and less than 2% effect on network. Similarly, removing the internal caches (on-disk no cache) causes a spike in CPU usage, though it is processing fewer messages—this is because of RocksDB’s serialization/deserialization overhead.

The remote DB has a low utilization (< 20%) in all resources, since the job is mostly idle—waiting for a response from the database. The resources are used inefficiently as well. For example, using remote store, the amount data transferred over the network for processing a single message is 5-10× higher than local store.

**Latency Tail and Variance**

The tail and variance of latency are important factors in many applications. We define latency as the total time spent in processing a message (event), including time spent in fetching the message from the input source. Figure 3.10 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of latencies in all cases. Since Samza fetches messages in batches (50 K messages in our test), a few messages incur very long latencies causing long tails in the CDF. However, for the rest, the variance is low and a majority of values are close to the median (CDF is very close to a vertical line).

3.6.3 Failure Recovery

The main advantage remote store is fast seamless state recovery (with no overhead on the stream job), a luxury diminished when using local storage: state has be restored locally before continuing processing. To measure failure recovery overhead when using local state, we randomly killed a percentage of containers (6% to 50%) in a stateful job. We measured the recovery time—the time spent between the first failure until all containers are up and running—both with Host Affinity disabled and enabled (w/ HAff). In Host Affinity, we used a success rate of 100%, i.e., ratio of containers placed on the same machine as before. Although this might seem extreme, it is not far from our production success rate (85-90%).
In production, the main reason for misses are permanent node failures, and being a shared cluster with other jobs filling the free capacity.

In this experiment we used the ReadWrite workload, 16 8GB containers, on-disk + Clog store, and an input stream containing all keys in the range \([1 - 10^{12}]\) in order. For each input message processed a new entry was stored locally and added to the changelog.

As Figure 3.11 shows, without Host Affinity, recovery time increases proportionally with state size. With Host Affinity recovery time becomes near constant independent of the state size. In our production jobs, recovery time reduced from 30 minutes to less than 30 seconds using Host Affinity.

Furthermore, failure recovery time was nearly independent of the percentage of containers failing. This is because tasks are recovered in parallel. This shows the significance of having a scalable design that partitions jobs into tasks with little interdependency.
3.6.4 Reprocessing

We analyzed the impact of reprocessing in our production jobs. We evaluated the Standardization job, our most frequently reprocessed job, over a 24 hour period. Standardization consumes profile updates and using a machine learning model, transforms the update to a standardized text. After 2 hours, we started reprocessing the entire database of user profiles (> 450 Million entries). Simultaneously, we scaled-out the job from 8 containers to 24.

Figure 3.12 shows the reprocessing throughput. Reprocessing peaks and remains at 10,000 messages per second (due to our throttling mechanism). After all the data is processed (≈16 hours), reprocessing throughput drops and starts catching up with the real-time data. At this point, we stop reprocessing and scale-in the job. Reprocessing time can be reduced, similar to a batch job, by simply allocating more resources. The combination of scale-out and throttling mechanisms ensure that reprocessing does not affect real-time processing performance.
Figure 3.12: Throughput of Standardization job while performing a reprocessing (starting after 2 hours).

Batch Processing using Samza

We compared Samza’s reprocessing/batch solution with other mainstream batch processing solutions including Spark and Hadoop [38, 39]. Spark offers high similarity of code for batch and stream processing, thus making it a near-Lambda-less architecture. Hadoop is a system that might be used modularly inside the Apache Beam architecture.

In this experiment we used Members Per Country (MPC), a real-world batch job running at LinkedIn, and reimplemented the job in Samza (with HDFS consumer). MPC reads a snapshot of all user profiles, groups them by country (Map), and then counts the members in each country (Reduce). We used 450 million profile records stored across 500 files (250 GB of data) in a production YARN cluster (≈ 500 nodes), and single core containers with 4GB RAM.

Figure 3.13 shows Samza has better throughput than Spark and Hadoop\(^5\). This is because it streams data to downstream operators as soon as it becomes available, while Hadoop and Spark (in batch mode) are limited by the barrier between Map and Reduce phases [99] \(^6\).

---

\(^5\)Latencies are higher in Hadoop due to the barrier and Spark due to micro-batching; these are not plotted.

\(^6\)Samza is also able to exploit more parallelism than the other frameworks, better utilizing CPU cores.
3.6.5 Scalability

Figure 3.14 shows maximum throughput and average latency in Samza as the number of containers increases (in the ReadWrite workload). Throughput increases linearly, saturating just beyond 60 containers. The saturation point is very close to the optimum throughput possible in the network. Latency stays low at first and increases thereafter. This knee of increase in latency coincides with the throughput saturation, and thus, can be used as an indicator of when to stop scaling. For maximizing throughput, there is low marginal utility in scaling beyond the saturation point.

Figure 3.14(c) shows the CDF of the latency. Even with twice more containers than needed, a majority of messages (> 80%) are processed within a few microseconds, and with small variance. The tail prolongs when containers are beyond the throughput saturation point, primarily because more time is spent waiting for the next events than processing them. We also observe that latencies are higher with more containers (e.g., 128 vs. 32). This is because the latency is calculated from message fetch time to processing completion. With more containers, more outlier messages need to be fetched remotely, and this drives up the average.
Figure 3.14: Throughput, average latency and CDF of latency in scalability study adding containers, under a 50-50 read write workload using local state. The saturation point of the system is 64 containers.
3.7 RELATED WORK

State management: State management varies significantly among stream processing solutions. Many industrial scale systems, such as Apache Storm, Heron and S4 [71–73] are built with no support for state. Trident and MillWheel [35, 37] manage state by using a combination of “hard state” persisted in an external store along with “soft state” stored in memory as a non-fault-tolerant cache. Thus, they either incur high overhead by relying on a remote storage or accept the chance of losing data.

There has been some work on partitioning state similar to the idea of local state [33, 36]. StreamCloud [100] discusses elastic and load-balanced state partitioning. However, partitioning is only supported for specific operators (join and aggregation) and it does not address fault-tolerance. S-Store [101] proposes transactional state management for stream data that is a potential add-on to Samza.

Fault-tolerance in local state: Upstream backup recovery [71, 77] successfully restore processing, but not the state. One approach to add fault-tolerance is by using replication [77] (as studied in [102]). However, this requires the luxury of extra available resources [75], and approaches like Sweeping checkpointing [103] do not ameliorate this problem.

Another popular approach is continuous full-state checkpointing of state along with input replay in presence of failures. Fernandez et al. [75] discuss scale-out state management for all operators by partitioning state and using checkpoint. Many others [33, 36, 104–106] also employ checkpointing mechanism to ensure fault-tolerance. The SDG approach [94] enables asynchronous checkpointing by locking the state, keeping a dirty buffer for incoming changes during checkpointing, and then applying the dirty buffer on the state. [105] generates a global snapshot by using a blocking variation of Chandy-Lamport snapshot [107] where it blocks on on-the-fly messages before generating the snapshot. Instead of blocking, IBM System S [106] persists checkpoints in the external DBMS (which is slow), and [75] captures pending asynchronous operations as part of the state (which is complex). The excessive overhead of
full-state checkpointing, especially with large state sizes, make these approaches prohibitive. Sebepou et al. [108] partition state into smaller chunks, with incremental updates. However, it was only evaluated for aggregation operators, and it is unclear how effective it will be on user-defined logic.

**Unified stream and batch:** MapReduce Online [99] has explored processing batch jobs in an online barrier-free manner, but they do not fully support stream-processing. Liquid [109] also has a unified integration stack, but still maintains two separate subsystems.

Apache Beam, Dataflow, and Flink [33, 74, 90] have moved toward integrating batch into stream as a unified environment. Dataflow and Borealis [74, 77] have investigated how to handle inaccuracies caused by out-of-order messages occurring in stream frameworks. However, Dataflow relies on a remote store (not handling large state efficiently), and Flink is not fully unified (separate APIs for batch and stream). Samza can be used modularly inside Beam which acts as a wrapper API. Besides, Dataflow and Beam incur extra overhead by not leveraging the inherent partitioning capabilities of systems like Kafka, Kinesis, or EventHub. Spark Streaming [36] also has a unified environment, however, it processes data in micro-batches incurring higher processing latency. Also, Flink and Spark Streaming are not available as a standalone version and lose the deployment flexibility.

**Scalability:** Scaling to large state necessitates going beyond relying on memory, e.g., by using disk spilling [110]. This is orthogonal to our approach and could be used as an extra optimization in Samza. For better scalability, operators need to work with maximum independence. Thus, many systems have opted to use reliable, replayable communication mechanisms to handle data buffering between operators, e.g., Streamscope and Heron [72, 104]. IBM System S [106, 111] utilizes fault-tolerant replayable communication and distributes operations into a set of independent component-local operators. These systems deploy a similar approach to the scalable design in Samza. However, none of them target large state or reprocessing.
3.8 CONCLUSION

This chapter described Samza, a distributed system that supports stateful processing of real-time streams, along with reprocessing of entire data streams. Samza recovers quickly from failures, with recovery time independent of application scale (number of containers). It can support very large scales of state in spite of limited memory, by combining local on-disk storage, an efficient changelog, and caching. Table 3.4 summarizes the techniques used for data placement and data motion in Samza and the requirements they satisfy.

Our experiments showed Samza has higher throughput than existing systems like Spark and Hadoop. Samza runs both batch and stream processing in a unified way while minimizing interference between them. We also described several applications that rely on Samza.

Samza’s approach opens up many interesting future directions including: dynamic rebalancing and task re-splitting (changing number of tasks), automatic configuring and scaling of resources (containers), investigating stragglers (not a major issue so far), and handling hot vs. cold partitions.
CHAPTER 4: STEEL: UNIFIED AND OPTIMIZED EDGE-CLOUD ENVIRONMENT

In this chapter we discuss Steel, an unified and optimized framework for building edge-cloud applications. Internet of Things (IoT) applications have seen a phenomenal growth with estimates of growing to a 25 Billion dollar industry by 2020. With the scale of IoT application growing and stricter requirements on latency, edge computing has piqued the interest for such environments. However, the industry is still in its infancy, with no proper support for applications running the entire edge-cloud environment, and an array of manual tedious per-application optimizations. In this work, we propose Steel, a unified framework for developing, deploying, and monitoring applications in the edge-cloud. Steel supports dynamically adapting and easily moving services back and forth between the edge and cloud. Steel is extensible where common optimizations (but crucial for the edge) can be built as pluggable and configurable modules. We have added two very common optimizations: placement and adaptive communication, to cope with both short and long term changes in the workload and environment.

Steel is integrated with Azure Cloud services. Based on our evaluation, we reduce the initial development effort (1.7x–3.5x reduction in lines of config) and support dynamic moves with minimal changes (∼2 lines of config per move, reducing 95% of the overhead). Our placement optimizer (added with only 500 lines of code) reduces cost (by up to 40%) and improves edge resource utilization (by up to 75%), and our communication optimizer reacts quickly to network or workload changes (within less than a second).

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) solutions are growing more popular and disruptively in scale. Gartner Inc. estimates that the number of deployed IoT devices will grow from 5 Billion in 2015 to 25 Billion in 2020 creating a multi-billion dollar market [112,113]. This growth
has led to many industrial services offering to simplify development and management of IoT applications, e.g., C3 IoT and IoT frameworks from all major cloud providers [114–117]. Initially, AWS, Azure and Google offered managed solutions based completely in the cloud. An IoT management service (such as IoT Hub from Azure) securely manages the remote devices, their configuration, and receives the sensor data. The rest of the processing pipeline is built using regular cloud services for computation (Azure Function, or Stream Analytics), communication (Event Hub), and storage (CosmosDB, Blobs).

As the IoT solutions scale up in the number of devices and messages sent, there is greater need to process data closer to the IoT sensors using the edge. Processing on the edge has several advantages including: reducing end-to-end latency especially when the application is actually controlling the devices (e.g., shutting down operations in case of failures), providing continuation of service despite low connectivity to the cloud, reducing the bandwidth usage, and reducing monetary cost of using cloud services.

However, the IoT industry is still in its infancy. Building an IoT solution comes with a lot of challenges and complexities in deployment, monitoring, and optimizing the end-to-end solution. Even a simple remote monitoring application will consist of several components on the edge to receive, preprocess, and send the data to the cloud along with services in the cloud for additional processing, machine learning, publish-subscribe systems, and storage. Deploying such an application requires a lot of error-prone and complicated scripting. Since each cloud service has grown organically and independently, there is a great diversity among them in terms of their cost models, monitoring, API, etc, and this diversity has created many compatibility constraints across services.

Moreover, naive implementations of IoT applications can often be very inefficient both in terms of cost and performance. For example, processing all in the cloud a) requires a lot of bandwidth to send sensor measurements (typically encoded as JSON strings), and b) becomes expensive for large datasets. Therefore, developers manually optimize the processing pipeline by batching data for upload, compressing data, and determining component
Figure 4.1: High level architecture of Steel, a middle layer between the applications and edge-cloud environment.

placements. Making these decisions is non-trivial because the best configuration depends on the available resources, the workload, and accurate estimations of a new configuration. Also, companies deploy a wide range of heterogeneous edge devices [118] (from Raspberry Pi to large servers) and use different connectivity options (optical, WiFi, cellular, or satellite) further complicating this decision.

We present a system, Steel, that allows users to declaratively describe the IoT application, while managing its deployment and monitoring and automatically optimizing it for performance and cost. As shown in Figure 4.1, Steel acts as a middle layer between the application and the edge-cloud environment. Steel consists of four main components: 1) a high level abstraction to describe location agnostic applications, 2) a fabric materializing and deploying the application, 3) an analysis engine building analysis and prediction models of the application, and 4) a set of control modules that optimize the performance and cost of the application in response to changes in workload, resource demands, or failures.

Instead of directly deploying individual modules, in Steel, developers describe their application in a logical abstraction. The abstraction defines the source data for the application
(e.g., all temperature sensors in building 43), the processing modules (e.g., computing average temperature on each floor), and how the modules are connected into a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The IoT Fabric takes the abstraction as an input, adds other necessary components (such as data compression and decompression) and deploys the application automatically. The IoT Fabric also monitors all executing components and reports performance and resource usage metrics.

On top of the fabric, the analysis engine consumes monitoring metrics and builds cost and performance models across the operations in a application. These models along with a predicting model are used to answer “what-if” questions.

Then, using the analysis engine, Steel runs several control modules. These modules monitor the running IoT application and adjust its configuration at runtime in response to changes in workload and environment. In this work, we focus on placement and communication optimizations. However, Steel provides a pluggable and extensible framework for adding other control modules such as a load-balancer.

The main contributions of this work are:

- Steel, an integrated framework for automated compilation, deployment, and monitoring of declaratively specified complex IoT applications, across entire edge-cloud environment

- global optimization of component placement across edge and cloud environments in response to changes in workload and resource availability based on shadow profiling and cloud cost prediction,

- adaptive data compression policy that periodically adapts data batching, encoding, and compression based on available CPU and bandwidth resources and uses efficient JSON parsing.

We implemented Steel on top of an IoT edge/cloud stack from one of the leading cloud providers (Azure IoT stack) and demonstrate that we can deploy realistic IoT applications
from a simple job spec. We evaluate our system with set of 6 diverse real-world production applications. Based on our results, we reduce the number of lines of config (loc) for the initial application development by 1.7x–4.8x, and in presence of a change or move, we reduce the changes to \( \sim 2 \) loc per move, a \( > 95\% \) reduction. Our placement optimizer (added with only 500 lines of code) reduces cost (by up to 40\%) and improves edge resource utilization (by up to 75\%), and our communication optimizer effectively adapts to dramatic changes to network within less than 1 second.

4.2 MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

Steel’s target are large scale enterprise IoT scenarios using the cloud with several sensors (millions) and edge devices (hundreds). The sensors usually produces data in the form of time series, i.e., a stream of (time stamp, data point) tuples. These applications have a common pipeline: measure and send data, process, store and visualize. This pipeline is typically constructed of multiple cloud services, connected to each other in form of a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The processing is commonly from a small set of services, for example, in Azure the typical services are Stream Analytics, Functions, Machine Learning, and Storage [15,114,119] (equivalents used in Google Cloud Engine [120]). Figure 4.2 shows
a simple anomaly detector application built using Azure services. This application reads sensor data, filters values (Stream Analytics), detects anomalies (Functions), and writes the results to a database (Document DB).

There data enters the cloud through an entry point service, e.g., IoT Hub in Azure or AWS Greengrass. This entry point reliably routes the data to the appropriate cloud service(s). In case of using an edge, data first is sent to communication service on the edge, e.g, Edge Hub in Azure, which in turn communicates with the cloud. At the edge, for portability (being able to quickly move services) and isolation across services, it is common to run each service in a separate container [89,121–124].

For the rest of this chapter, we focus on Azure, one of the leading cloud service providers in the IoT space. We use Azure IoT hub in the cloud and Azure IoT Edge at the edge. However, the problems and challenges outlines are a fundamental problem applicable to other platforms as well.

4.2.1 Challenges

Using the cloud for these enterprise IoT applications is a trending and well-established option given the many scalable, reliable, and flexible cloud services available. However, porting these applications to work across this emerging edge-cloud environment brings up a number of new challenges. Bellow we mention a few of the major ones.

Dynamic Environment at the Edge

Edges also have limited resources (for economic and practical reasons) while workloads are dynamic. Thus, the only cost-effective, peak-tolerant option is to adaptively balance and move services. Also, edges are faulty, with more sources of failure (e.g., a power outage), and longer recovery procedures, necessitating dynamic movement and replication for continued availability. Furthermore, the connection from the edge is poor, costly, and intermittent, demanding dynamic batching and compression [125–127]. To enable these optimizations, it is
essential to be able to *readily move* services back and forth between various edge deployments and the cloud and *dynamically adapt* to the environment.

**Configuration, Deployment and Monitoring**

Manually developing, deploying, and monitoring these multi-service applications is hard, time-consuming and error-prone. First, most cloud services have each developed organically and independently, therefore, they exhibit wide diversity and suffer from inter-service compatibility constraints. These compatibility issues can be resolved by adding intermediate *glue services*. However, the glue services depend on the location of services (edge or cloud). For example, in the anomaly detector (Figure 4.2), depending on the location of the different services, the glue services required (shown in blue) change substantially. Manually configuring these glue services to support migration is intractable because it is error-prone and cannot be done in real time.

Second, the deployment process is complex. Deploying the anomaly detector application in Figure 4.2 (all in cloud) through the web portal takes roughly 25 minutes for an expert, and building a deployment template requires >250 lines of config. Although this overhead can be acceptable as a one-time effort, the conventional case for cloud-only applications, it becomes a major barrier to dynamic movement of services between the cloud and the edge. Listing 4.1 shows a sample Azure template required just for deploying (without fully connecting) a Document DB service. The template requires a verbose specification of the service’s properties, such as its detailed location and unique name, on lines 1–16. Lines 17–27 specify the output values that should be passed back to the user after the service is deployed and cannot be generated beforehand, e.g., the unique ID and URI that must be known to applications and services that will connect to the database.

Furthermore, after deployment, each service within an application is monitored independently. There is no global view of the entire application and end-to-end monitoring across all services, especially for the parts running in the edge.
Heterogeneity and Diversity

There are many sources of diversity and heterogeneity in both the cloud and edge [7–10]. Cloud services have very diverse models and structure. As a result, they exhibit a wide diversity in their pricing models with varieties in: granularity, metrics to charge (bytes, CPU, etc.) with some combined opaque metrics (Streaming Units for Azure Stream Analytics), time scales, and provisioning model. Table 4.1 shows a few of these aspects across three different Azure services. This diversity complicates cost prediction, especially in case of a move where hidden glue components are added and removed.
Table 4.1: Pricing models of a select Azure services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Scaling Model</th>
<th>Primary Metrics</th>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>Time Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IoT Hub</td>
<td>manual provisioning</td>
<td>incoming messages</td>
<td>400K messages</td>
<td>daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azure Functions</td>
<td>dynamic scaling</td>
<td>exec. time, memory footprint</td>
<td>100 ms, 128 MB</td>
<td>function invocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream Analytics</td>
<td>manual provisioning</td>
<td>Streaming Units</td>
<td>1 Unit</td>
<td>hourly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The edges also exhibit great diversity in the hardware, network links, and locations (proximity). Edge hardware ranges from raspberry pi (or even smaller) to large servers. This diversity complicates predicting the resource demand and performance of a move, e.g., whether a service running in the cloud can be moved to a specific edge. The limited resources on the edge make running and profiling a target move an expensive and intrusive operation. Since the network is commodity networks, the bandwidth is variable and the connectivity is intermittent, both across edges and time.

Manual optimizations

Naive implementations of IoT applications can be inefficient and unable to cope with dynamism of the edge. When using the edge, many optimizations, that are usually optional in the cloud, become crucial. Examples of such optimizations include placement, load balancing, adaptive communication, and fault-tolerance. Individual edge deployments and their networks are heterogeneous and diverse in terms of cost, performance, availability, etc., generating a large search space of potential placements. The network is also limited and variable. Naively sending measured data as small JSON messages, as typically done today, wastes the communication link. Currently, application developers have to manually incorporate these optimizations, which is a significant amount of work, without the ability to reuse them. However, ideally, these should be modular pluggable features.
4.3 DESIGN OF STEEL

Steel’s goal is to simplify a) developing multi-service applications, b) deploying them across the entire environment, c) dynamically adapting and moving parts of them, and d) applying common optimizations to them. We found the placement and communication optimizations as the main optimizations for IoT, and therefore the main focus of this work. Steel acts as middle layer between application developers and the edge-cloud, hiding the underlying complexities. As shown in Figure 4.1, Steel consists of four main layers: abstraction, fabric, analysis engine, and optimization modules.

4.3.1 Abstraction

The abstraction includes: a) the logical DAG of the application, i.e., the main services and their connections excluding the glue services and b) the location of each service. We argue this information is sufficient to support adaptable and movable services across the entire environment.

Listing 4.2 shows the anomaly detector (Figure 4.2) in this abstraction. As shown, it provides full flexibility and extensibility of the internals of each service. Each service can be defined similar to using the typical templates, e.g., using a SQL query as a streaming job or setting service specific configs like ”Streaming Units”. This abstraction gives flexibility and transparency for placement. To move a service, simply, the location mapping needs to be updated.

4.3.2 Fabric

The Fabric materializes the abstraction of an application into an actual physical deployment. The Fabric compiles the abstraction, deploys it across the edge-cloud environment, and monitors it end-to-end. Figure 4.3 shows this pipeline and the transformation steps.
Listing 4.2: "Sample Application in Steel’s Abstraction"

```
{
  "Name": "test job",
  "Services": [
    {
      "Name": "filter",
      "Type": "AsaJob",
      "Query": "SELECT * FROM input0 WHERE tmp > 60"
    }
  ],
  "Streaming Units": 10,
  "Locations": {
    "filter": {
      "Type": "edge",
      "Id": "dev1"
    },
    "anomaly detector": {
      "Type": "cloud",
      "Id": "westus"
    },
    "anomaly db": {
      "Type": "cloud",
      "Id": "westus"
    }
  }
}
```

Figure 4.3: Compilation and deployment pipeline in the fabric

The fabric pipeline is split to a cloud and edge path. Since the cloud and the edges exhibit very different behaviors, they are treated and managed separately. Clouds have well-established resource managers and deployment templates for instantiation of services (e.g., Listing 4.1 is a sample for Document DB service in the cloud) along with already defined APIs for metric collection. At the edge there is a number of emerging libraries and frameworks with their unique (different from the Cloud) APIs for starting services and metric collection. Steel uses the Azure IoT Edge [122] at the edge because of its better compatibility. However it can be easily and modularly extended to other options, e.g, AWS Greengrass [128]. We describe each step in more detail below.
Compiler

The compiler converts the abstraction to detailed deployment templates, based on the location of each service. First, it verifies the location settings are valid, both preventing misconfiguration and also imposing user-specified constraints. Some services cannot move to the edge or cloud, e.g., a permanent storage on the edge, and there can be user-specified constraints, e.g., service A and B should be placed together. Second, the overall job abstraction and DAG is split into sub-jobs per location i.e., the sub-DAG running at that location, and treated in separate edge and cloud paths.

Finally, the job is compiled into physical templates. In the compilation, glue services are added to fix the compatibility constraints and routes are set-up. Figure 4.2 shows a simple 3-service application, and how the glue components (shown in blue) change based on the location settings. The routes and connections are configured to connect services, including glue services, and the actual deployable templates are built. These template differ based on whether they are targeted for the edge (edge version wrapped as containers) or the cloud (Azure templates). The compiler masks these complexities.

Deployer

The deployer deploys the templates across the entire environment. Using the application’s DAG of services, it automatically detects dependencies among services to ensure that a service is deployed only after its dependencies, and deploys these services stage-by-stage, with multiple parallel deployments within each stage. For example, a Functions instance connected to a Document DB needs to know the endpoint URI of the DB service (which is only available once the DB has been deployed), and therefore, must be instantiated in a stage after the DB. The deployment is distributed and done independently at each location, thus, resulting in parallel deployments across locations.
Monitoring

Similar to cloud-based tools [129–133], the monitoring gathers real-time metrics for services, but across the entire edge-cloud environment. It digests and unifies the metrics in an end-to-end application level, rather than per service. We collect 4 main categories of metrics: a. resource usage metrics (CPU, memory, network, etc.), b. message flow metrics (input rate, output rate, process rate), c. latency metrics: processing latency, idle latency, etc., and d. cost metrics. We use a combination of already provided metrics by services and our own instrumentations to collect these metrics.

The monitoring hides the diversity of cloud services (each with their own metrics and models), and heterogeneity of the edge devices. For example, in terms of cost, it hides the differences of pricing structures across services: the different metrics (bytes, CPU, IO), granularities, reserve costs, etc. Monitoring is crucial for checking the health of the program, and also a major piece for further analysis such as for bottleneck detection, allocation and placement optimizations, load balancing, adaptive communication, etc.

4.3.3 Analysis Engine

The edge-cloud environment exhibits wide diversity, both across the edge devices and the cloud services. The analysis engine aims at hiding these complexities, and providing a holistic view of the application for further analysis. In particular, it builds models for cost and performance of the different components in an application, along with a prediction model to predict effect of changes (e.g., moving a components) and answer “what-if” analysis question.

Cost Model

As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, services have diverse pricing structures with different metrics and granularities across services. In addition, there is the cost of both a) the network
links between edges and the cloud, and b) the hidden cost of glue services (depending on the location). This component builds cost models for the various components of an application. At runtime, depending on the placement and using the metrics gathered by the fabric, it computes the monetary cost of running an application. This component can also be used at development time with predefined metrics to estimate cost of running an application, before actually deploying it.

Figure 4.4 shows the output cost model of a simple alerting application. This application filters incoming data (detecting alerts) using a Stream Analytics job, and stores the raw data and alerts in two different stores, accordingly. We linearly increase the incoming rate of messages (dotted line), and the cost models adjust accordingly. As seen the various services demonstrate different behaviors: a) some services are more sensitive to load, b) the cost growth is a step function rather than a smooth linear one, and c) the step function follows the cost model of the service demonstrating irregular steps, typically due to the lower amortized cost at higher scale.
Performance Model

When using the edge, the environment is heterogeneous at its extreme. A typical enterprise deployment has hundreds or thousands of edges, with many different types, architectures, and computation powers, ranging from a small Raspberry Pi to a large multi core machine. The goal of the performance model component is to predict performance of running a component on a (new) edge, i.e., how much resources are required to run that component. It builds performance models across the entire application, also detecting bottlenecks within the application DAG. Performance models are built using a combination of modeling and profiling.

Modeling: Similar to [134,135], these models try to normalize the resources at the edges using resource vectors, e.g., $Edge_1 = (1.5 \text{ cpu}, 2\text{GB mem}, 1 \text{ TB disk}, ...)$. Then, using the performance characteristic of a component on one edge, they predict the performance on another edge (based on normalized resources).

While normalizing and modeling work well for most resources, it performs poor in normalizing the CPU with more sources of unpredictability [9, 10, 136]. For example, if an application uses 1 core in one machine, it would not simply use 0.5 core on another machine that has a CPU specification that is 2 times faster. The performance depends on various factors such as the architecture, the cache sizes, the type of operations, etc., which are not captured in a resource vector model. Therefore, along with modeling, Steel uses profiling of actual runs to build comprehensive performance models.

Profiling: Steel employs a shadow profiling approach. In order to build a performance model of a component $C$ on a given edge $edge_i$, it starts a shadow instance of the component $C_{shadow}$ on the edge $edge_i$. A copy of the input traffic of $C$ is redirected to $C_{shadow}$. Using the performance metrics gathered by the fabric a performance model on $C$ on $edge_i$ is built.

Edges have limited resources and are not scalable. When using the cloud, an enterprise or company can continuously scale by launching more instances on-demand, however, at the edge the enterprise is limited to whatever resources they already own. These resources should
Figure 4.5: Performance monitoring over time (CPU usage) for 3 shadow components.

be shared between the actual computation running on the edge and for profiling. Profiling is also noisy and variable requiring a run over a larger window until the computation stabilizes. Figure 4.5 shows metrics collected during a shadow profiling, where it takes a couple minutes for the shadow profiling to stabilize. Therefore, Steel runs a sampled profiling. Profiling is assigned a constant and limited share of the edge resources. The input data is randomly sampled and sent to the shadow component. The sampling ratio is gradually increased until the fixed profiling cap is reached, where the performance model is extrapolated from there (for a 100% sampling rate).

In addition, to reduce the overhead of profiling attempts, edges with similar hardware specifications are grouped into categories, e.g, Raspberry Pi as one category. Profiling is done per category, instead of per edge. Results from similar historic runs are used to build models for current runs\(^1\).

\(^1\)Steel currently uses the average of 3 historic runs. As part of future work, we plan to adaptively choose the number of required historic runs based on the variance in the runs.
Profile Prediction

The analysis engine enables "what-if" analysis, i.e., to predict impact of changes without actually applying a change. Examples of such changes are moving a component, enabling compression, changing batch sizes, or scaling a job. The profile prediction uses the cost and performance models to enable this.

The profile prediction relies on the fabric (specifically, the compiler) to predict the new physical layout of a job given a change, e.g., the new glue components added. It populates profiles of current layout to the new layout for unchanged components; propagates profiles and data-flow metrics accordingly (rates of data across the edges); predicts profile for missing components and edges (particularly, new glue services); and uses cost models to predict the new cost. The abstraction and transparent compiler provided by the fabric, along with its end-to-end view of the application are an essential part to building this analysis engine, as they remove the manual configuration and compilation otherwise required. Figure 4.6 shows a sample application and its profile, and the output of the prediction engine from analyzing the move of a component. The prediction engine takes into account changes into many factors including the new physical layout, glue components added and deleted, the network savings of sending less data, and the entry point (IoT Hub) saving of processing fewer messages.
4.3.4 Optimization Modules

Inherently, the edge comes with many complexities such as increased chances/causes of failures, higher recovery time, poor and variable network links, extreme heterogeneity among resources, and unbalanced distribution of workloads over space and time. These complexities give rise to the need for additional, but common, optimizations. Steel’s design enables the modular, pluggable, and extensible implementation of these optimization. Below, we list a few of the common optimizations, and how they benefit from Steel’s Fabric, abstraction, and design.

- **Communication**: Edges are often characterized by limited bandwidth or intermittent connectivity to the larger Internet, such as at a remote oil refinery, making the network a critical factor for performance. Also, both the network and the entry point at the cloud have a high cost, e.g., the Azure IoT hub (entry point to Azure) charges per message or cellular networks charge Byte. To this end, it is common to optimize the communication by using smart batching, compression, and compaction. Steel’s connection abstraction enables these optimizations to be done behind the scenes, in a pluggable and configurable manner, and its unified monitoring enables intelligent optimizations for both cost and performance.

- **Placement**: Applications running across the edge-cloud need a placement plan: Which parts of the application should be placed on the cloud and which on the edge? Which edge to choose? In an edge deployment, the search space of potential placements grows significantly. Edges are heterogeneous (from a Raspberry Pi to multi-GPU machines), large in number (≈ 1000s of edges in a typical factory), and with diverse network bandwidths. An application is distributed across the edge and cloud. The optimal placement depends on the workload, available capacity, cost of bandwidth, etc. Manually deciding the placement is tedious, and in presence of a change, e.g., a new application, the procedure has to be repeated. Thus, a common optimization is
to automatically decide the placement. The decoupling of the application and its location, the end-to-end monitoring provided by fabric, and the what-if analysis provided by the analysis engine, are essential to make placement automated and smart.

- **Load balancing:** Edges decentralize computation across a spatial area, where ideally each edge processes workloads geographically closest to it. However, in practice, workloads and edges are not uniformly distributed across the area. For example, there could be a large cluster of sensors all close to one edge, or, the load could see sudden spikes or long-term changes over time. Since edges do not have the luxury of gathering and distributing data in a centralized location, as in the cloud, they need to dynamically balance load by moving services to other edge locations or the cloud while also bringing services back upon drop of load. The ability to transparently and easily move services provided by Steel, is an important feature for load balancing.

- **Fault-tolerance:** Compared to the cloud, the edge is a more unreliable environment with many conventionally uncommon failure cases, e.g., hours of power outage (with no backup power), or falling and breaking [137, 138]. Fixing and/or replacing failed resources also takes longer, either because the edges are owned by non-experts (rather than cloud providers), or the inherent physical challenges. Thus, having a proper fault-tolerance mechanism—that continues the service despite the failures—is essential at the edge. In case of failures, it is common to move services either back to the cloud or a nearby edge. If high availability is a priority, using multiple instances of the service or a hot standby may also be needed. Steel’s abstraction provides the flexibility to move services or create multiple instances of them, without impacting the application’s logic.

Steel includes a 2-tier optimization schema of a *global* and *local* optimizer, handling both short-term and long-term spikes in the workload and changes in the resources available in the environment (e.g., expansions or failures). The goal of Steel’s optimizers are to minimize the monetary cost of running applications (therefore, increasing the edge utilization),
without hurting the performance of applications (i.e., reaching similar or better performance compared to the all-cloud model). In other words, the optimizers try to find the cheapest setting that satisfies the performance requirement.

Global Optimizer: This tier has a global view of the application and all the different components in the application DAG. The global optimizer is in charge of handling long-term changes in the environment or workload. The global optimizer runs in the cloud with a relatively high reaction time—reacting to changes in an order of minutes. Placement and load balancing optimization would run in this tier.

Local Optimizer: This tier has local views of particular devices and specific components of applications. The local optimizer is running on each edge device, fine-tuning the optimization. This tier handles short spikes\(^2\), running at a low reaction time—reacting to changes in an order of seconds. Communication optimization (e.g., batching and compression to increase network capacity) and fine-tuning the allocation fall in this tier.

In this work we focus on the placement and communication optimization, as we found these two optimizations the most essential optimizations based on the need of current Azure IoT customers.

4.3.5 Placement Optimizer

One of the common and complex optimizations for IoT applications is the placement of different components. In a typical industrial setting with hundreds of thousands of sensors and hundreds of edges, manually optimizing the placement, if even possible, is sub-optimal, error-prone and not adaptive. We developed a placement optimizer that takes the cost and performance models of various components and automatically optimizes the placement (edge or cloud, and which edge).

The optimizer, automatically and iteratively, decides the placement of operators across all the applications running in a deployment, e.g., all application in a factory. The optimizer

\(^2\)The spikes could be due to the workload or changes in resources/network.
starts with an initial all-cloud deployment. Then, in a greedy manner moves the most expensive operators (normalized by resource usage) to the edge, until the edge capacities are full. Algorithm 4.1 shows the pseudo code of the detail steps.

The optimizer deploys all applications in-cloud, monitoring them and building cost models for each operator in each application. Then, in a greedy manner based on cost, in finds a candidate list of operators to move, up to a maximum count of MAX_CANDIDATE (lines 18-32). Candidates are operators on the boundary of the edge and the cloud (so called the frontier). For each candidate operator, a couple locations are suggested (up to a fixed MAX_LOC count). These locations are either from the location of upstream operators before this candidate (if an upstream exists) or randomly chosen locations from locations close to the data source. Then, the performance profile is built for these candidates via the analysis engine, with shadow profiling if needed. Based on the cost and performance profile of the candidates, the most expensive operators (normalized by resources) are moved. Moves are monitored and verified that they do not created performance bottlenecks, and if so, the move is reverted and performance profile updated. This optimization loop continues until there are no more feasible moves, i.e., moves that do not create bottlenecks performance).

The optimizer works in a multi-tenant environment, optimizing across multiple applications. The current version treats all applications equally, and prioritizes among them based on cost and resources. As part of future work, we are investigating other priority schemas including user defined priorities and service level agreement (SLA) driven policies (e.g., prioritizing the more latency-sensitive parts).

4.3.6 Communication Optimization

One of the critical factors in the performance and cost of an IoT application is the network traffic between its cloud and edge components. Edges have commodity network links to the broader Internet, with variability in the bandwidth, latency and connectivity,
Algorithm 4.1 Placement Optimization Algorithm

1: List\(<\text{App}>\) \textit{apps} =\{app1, app2, \ldots\}
2: Map\(<\text{op}, \text{loc}>\) \textit{locMap}; // init all-in-cloud for all \textit{apps}
3: \textbf{deploy} (\textit{apps, locMap})
4: \textbf{while} ! End of Optimization \textbf{do}
5: \hspace{1em} //Build cost model
6: \hspace{1em} cost = \text{analysisEngine.buildCostModel} (\textit{apps, locMap})
7: \hspace{1em} \textit{candidateList} \(<\text{op}, \text{loc}>\) = \text{chooseCandidates} (\textit{cost});
8: \hspace{1em} \textit{perf} = \text{analysisEngine.buildPerModel} (\textit{candidateList})
9: \hspace{1em} \textit{moveList} \(<\text{op}, \text{loc}>> = \text{chooseMoves} (\textit{candidateList})
10: \hspace{1em} \textbf{if} !\text{moveList.isEmpty}() \textbf{then}
11: \hspace{2em} \textbf{deploy} (\textit{moveList, locMap}) //updates \textit{locMap}
12: \hspace{1em} \textbf{verifyMove}() //reverts if needed
13: \hspace{1em} \textbf{else}
14: \hspace{2em} \text{End of Optimization} = \text{true}

15: \textbf{function} \text{BUILDPERFMODEL} (\textit{List<op, loc>} \textit{list})
16: \hspace{1em} \textbf{for} candidate \textit{c<op, loc>} \textbf{in list \bf do}
17: \hspace{2em} \textbf{if} !\text{analysisEngine.contains} (\textit{op, deviceType(loc)}) \textbf{then}
18: \hspace{3em} \text{shadow} (\textit{op, loc})

19: \textbf{function} \text{CHOOSECANDIDATES} (\textit{CostProfile cost, apps})
20: \hspace{1em} \textit{List<op>} \textit{frontiers}, \textit{candidates <op, loc>}
21: \hspace{1em} \textbf{MAX_LOC, MAX_CANDIDATE}
22: \hspace{1em} \textbf{for} application \textit{appi} \textbf{in apps \bf do}
23: \hspace{2em} //traverse application DAG
24: \hspace{2em} //add ops on boundry of edge & cloud to \textit{frontiers}
25: \hspace{2em} \text{traverseAndAddFrontier} (\textit{appi, frontiers})
26: \hspace{1em} \text{sort} (\textit{frontiers}) //sort based on cost
27: \hspace{1em} \textbf{int} \textit{count} = 0
28: \hspace{1em} \textbf{for} operator \textit{op} \textbf{in \textit{frontiers \bf do}}
29: \hspace{2em} \textbf{for} \textit{i} \textbf{in 1 to MAX_LOC \bf do}
30: \hspace{3em} \textbf{if} \textit{count} < \text{MAX_CANDIDATE \bf then}
31: \hspace{4em} //\text{loc} either where \textit{op}'s upstream operator placed or random location close to the data source
32: \hspace{4em} \textit{candidates.put} (\textit{op}, \text{chooseLoc} (\textit{op}))
33: \hspace{4em} \textit{count}++

34: \textbf{function} \text{CHOOSEMOWES} (\textit{candidateList<op, loc>})
35: \hspace{1em} \textit{Map<op, loc>} \textit{moves}
36: \hspace{1em} \textit{sortedList} = \text{sort} (\textit{candidateList}) // based on \textit{cost perf}
37: \hspace{1em} \textbf{for} candidate \textit{c<op, loc>} \textbf{in \textit{sortedList \bf do}}
38: \hspace{2em} \textbf{if} !\text{moves.contains.} (\textit{c.op}) \textbf{then}
39: \hspace{3em} \text{moves.put} (\textit{c.op}, \textit{c.loc})
40: \hspace{2em} \textbf{return} \textit{moves}
e.g., when remotely located devices transmit data over cellular networks\(^3\). Furthermore, network communications incur a financial cost in two major forms: fees assessed by the ISP for bandwidth consumption and charges assessed by the cloud provider for ingesting and processing the incoming messages.

In this work, we specifically consider the case of streams of timeseries data that are emitted by sensors, arguably the dominant form of traffic that flows from the edge to the cloud in the vast majority of IoT deployments today. In many applications, including the two real-world deployments that form the basis of our evaluation, sensor messages are naively sent to the cloud as JSON documents. This approach is admittedly convenient, as the ubiquity of JSON lends itself to easy interoperability between components, but it induces unnecessary traffic from the edge to the cloud. JSON is an inefficient compression for numerical data, and JSON documents commonly feature redundant fields that are static for the lifetime of the timeseries stream and need not be included in every message.

We therefore introduce an intelligent batching and compression control module that gives IoT applications the ability to cope with variability or outages in network service and to dynamically adapt to constantly changing network conditions in order to minimize cost. The implementation of this control module addresses several challenges. Sensor messages are batched as necessary to deal with network outages and to facilitate transformations like compression. The communication control module must also periodically identify an appropriate strategy for transforming and compression timeseries data batches on the fly, as network conditions change, from a large search space of potential choices.

These techniques are not new, yet they have historically been integrated directly into IoT applications in the form of one-off implementations. Not only does this situation force developers to re-implement logic and optimizations that can be shared across a wide array of IoT applications, it also means that these applications become unnecessarily complicated.

\(^3\)With the deployment of 5G in the future, other interesting optimizations can be performed which is out of the scope of this project.
with communication logic. Our control module enables applications to optimize their communications without significant changes to the code, relieving developers of the burden of implementing their own optimization and adaption strategies and simplifying their production code.

**Data compression Strategies**

We have implemented 12 different techniques for transforming message batches within a timeseries stream. Each of these techniques is a combination of one or more of the following compression strategies:

- *Omitting Metadata from JSON*: Static information that is redundantly included in each element within a timeseries stream, such as a sensor ID or the units of measurement, is exchanged just once between the sender and receiver, when initializing the channel. Redundant metadata is omitted from all subsequent document batches, which are sent as JSON.

- *Binary Packing*: Metadata is omitted from all batches, and each timeseries element is represented as an 8-byte integer for the timestamp and an 8-byte float for the corresponding value.

- *Timestamp Delta*: Metadata is omitted from all batches, and time series elements are represented in binary. However, only the first timeseries element in each batch contains a full 8-byte timestamp. All subsequent elements contain a 2-byte timestamp representing the delta from the previous element’s timestamp. Values remain 8-byte floats.

- *Fixed Precision*: Metadata is omitted from all batches, and timestamps are represented as 8-byte integers. Because users often only care about measurements up to a certain precision, values are not represented as 8-byte floats. Instead, the channel is
initialized with a specific lower bound, upper bound, and precision, and the value in
each timeseries element expresses a point within this range. For example, a channel for
temperature data might have numerical bounds of 50 and 100 and a desired precision
of 0.5. With only 100 distinct possibilities, timeseries values can be represented in 1
byte instead of 8.

- **Gzip**: Gzip compression is applied to each batch of timeseries values (however they
  happen to be encoded) before they are sent. Specifically, this strategy opts for the
  best possible compression at the potential cost of increased computation.

- **Fast Gzip**: Gzip compression is applied to each timeseries batch, but with settings
  that offer greater speed (i.e. less computational cost) at the potential expense of the
effectiveness of the compression.

Adaptive Communication Optimizer

The communication optimizer dynamically choses the best a) compression strategy, and
b) batch size.

**Compression Strategy**: The choice of compression strategy must make judicious use
of both the available network bandwidth and available CPU resources at the edge. For
example, an aggressive compression algorithm might dramatically reduce the volume of data
transmitted from cloud to edge, but at the same time incur a prohibitively high load on the
edge node. Each technique presents a different balance between computational intensity and
the compression effectiveness.

Figure 4.7 illustrates the trade-off space for the 12 compression techniques in a real-
world smart building data set (from Microsoft’s smart building deployments in the Redmond
Campus). Each compression scheme was used to process a fixed-size batch of messages, and
we measured the size of the uncompressed batch relative to the compressed batch as well as
the CPU cost incurred by the compression. In the figure, schemes further to the right on the
Figure 4.7: The tradeoff between compression and computation for various data compression schemes

x axis exhibited higher CPU consumption, while schemes higher on the y axis achieved a better compression ratio. The best schemes are therefore in the top left region of the figure.

**Batch Size:** Additionally, there is a trade-off between data staleness and the effectiveness of compression applied at the edge. A larger batch size enables better compression ratios for some compression strategies, but increases the lag time between the generation of a sensor message and its arrival at the cloud. The benefits of larger batch sizes also exhibit diminishing returns. Figure 4.8 shows the effect of batch size for different strategies and the diminishing return point for each (on the smart building data-set). For some compression strategies, such as the fixed precision scheme, batch size does not affect compression ratio because each message in the batch is compressed individually. For Gzip-based schemes, however, larger batches yield better compression ratios, up to a size of about 250 items, because messages are compressed collectively.

**Optimization Algorithm:** The communication optimizer presents the abstraction of a set of *channels*, each representing a stream of messages to be sent from the edge to the cloud. Periodically (once per second in the current implementation), the communication
optimizer compresses the messages that have accumulated for each channel and sends them to the cloud, transmitting as many messages as possible while respecting two constraints:

1. A cap on the amount of CPU time that can be devoted to compression, specified by the user

2. A cap on the total size of all transmitted message batches (bandwidth consumption), specified by the user or derived from periodic observations of network conditions

To choose the best compression scheme for each channel while respecting these constraints, the communication optimizer relies on one table containing the CPU compression cost and another containing the compressed size of batches of timeseries messages as batch size and compression scheme vary. For such a table $T$, $T[i][j]$ gives the relevant measurement when applying scheme $i$ to compress a batch of $j$ messages. These tables can be easily precomputed by running a controlled set of experiments on the relevant hardware before the communication optimizer is used.

We restrict our attention only to compression schemes along the Pareto curve of Figure

![Graph showing compression ratio vs batch size for different schemes](image-url)
4.7 and order these schemes from those that are most computationally efficient but yield the worst compression to those that are most computationally expensive but yield the best compression, i.e., scheme \( i + 1 \) has a higher CPU cost but also higher compression ratio than scheme \( i \).

Each time it is invoked, the compression optimizer first predicts the CPU and bandwidth required to send all messages accumulated across all channels while using the least computationally intensive compression scheme. The optimizer iteratively improves the choice of compression schemes for the channels until both constraints are satisfied. Pseudocode for the optimization is presented in Algorithm 4.2.

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Our Evaluation addresses the following questions

1. How easy is it to develop and configure an application spanning the edge and cloud?

2. How easy is it to move parts of an application between edge and cloud?

3. Can Steel efficiently automate the placement of applications?

4. Can Steel effectively cope with network and workload changes?

We evaluate Steel across a diverse set of real-world IoT Applications, as well as emulated results.

4.4.1 Development Effort

The big promise of Steel is ease of development, and adaption of services. To compare our abstraction (Steel) to conventional templates/scripts (current), we implement real world applications in both systems on top of Azure. We measure the development effort in terms
Algorithm 4.2 Communication Optimization Algorithm

1: \( C \) = Precomputed table where \( C[i][j] \) = CPU cost of applying scheme \( i \) to batch of \( j \) messages
2: \( B \) = Precomputed table where \( B[i][j] \) = Bandwidth cost of applying scheme \( i \) to batch of \( j \) messages
3: function OptimizeConfig(channels, cpuCap, bwCap)
4:  
5:  for \( c \in \) channels do
6:      \( c.scheme = 0 \)
7:      \( i = 0 \)
8:  while \( i < \text{MAX	ext{\_}ITERS} \) do
9:      if \( \text{channels} = \emptyset \) then return Failure
10:         \( \text{totalCPU} = \sum \{C[c.scheme][c.size] \mid c \in \text{channels}\} \)
11:         \( \text{totalBw} = \sum \{B[c.scheme][c.size] \mid c \in \text{channels}\} \)
12:         if \( \text{totalCPU} < \text{cpuCap} \) and \( \text{totalBw} < \text{bwCap} \) then return \( \{c.scheme \mid c \in \text{channels}\} \)
13:     else if \( \text{totalCPU} > \text{cpuCap} \) and \( \text{totalBw} > \text{bwCap} \) then
14:         // We have failed to find a feasible solution, remove a channel
15:         \( \text{channels} = \text{channels} - \{\text{chan}\} \)
16:     else if \( \text{totalCPU} > \text{cpuCap} \) and \( \text{totalBw} \leq \text{bwCap} \) then
17:         // We’ve gone from meeting CPU cap to exceeding it without ever satisfying BW cap
18:         \( \text{chan} = \arg \max \{c.size \mid c \in \text{channels}\} \)
19:         \( \text{channels} = \text{channels} - \{\text{chan}\} \)
20:     else
21:         // totalCPU \( \leq \text{cpuCap} \) and totalBw > bwCap
22:         // Adjust channel compression scheme to yield greatest ratio of BW reduction to CPU increase
23:         if \( \{c \mid c \in \text{channels}, c.scheme \neq \text{Max Scheme}\} = \emptyset \) then
24:             // We’ve tried as much compression as possible; remove a channel
25:             \( \text{chan} = \arg \max \{c.size \mid c \in \text{channels}\} \)
26:             \( \text{channels} = \text{channels} - \{\text{chan}\} \)
27:         else
28:             \( \text{chan} = \arg \max \{B[c.scheme][c.size] - B[c.scheme + 1][c.size] \mid c \in \text{channels}, c.scheme \neq \text{Max Scheme}\} \)
29:             \( \text{chan.scheme} = \text{chan.scheme} + 1 \)
30:         \( i = i + 1 \)
of lines of config (loc), i.e., the number of lines of changes required in the configuration\(^4\). We evaluate both the initial development and the changes required for moving services.

We chose 6 diverse applications from a combination of common and pre-configured applications [139]. Figure 4.9 shows the logical DAG (without glue services) of the applications: 1. a simple data persisting application (two stores, raw and filtered), 2. a predictive maintenance application using machine learning, 3. Bluetooth sensor connector and analyzer (convert format, add meta-data, filter, average, and store), 4. a factory remote monitoring and alert generator, 5. a campus-wide statistics generator (aggregate locally, join globally, build statistics, and store), and 6. an anomaly detector (Figure 4.2)

4.4.2 Initial Development

We compare the initial development effort in terms of loc in both Steel and the current cloud environments. Figure 4.10 shows the results for the 6 chosen applications. Our abstraction reduces the loc between 1.7x to 4.8x across the different applications compared to the current system. This improvement is due to two main factors: 1. the hidden glue services added automatically by the system, and 2. the substantially reduced configurations (≈ 1–2 loc) required for connecting services. Our abstraction works best when there are multiple

\(^4\)Steel only modifies deployment configurations and code binaries remain untouched.
services per location. For examples, Application 5 is spread across many edges, each edge performing one service and the cloud joining the results (followed by additional computation). Since the edge part is simple (single stage), there is little improvement there, and the improvement mostly comes from the cloud part, resulting in an overall smaller improvement (1.7x).

4.4.3 Modifications

Being able to move services dynamically is a crucial feature when using the edge. We evaluate the changes required when making a move. We start with an all-cloud deployment of Application 3 (the longest chain), and move its services \{A, B, C, D\} one by one to the edge\(^5\). We measure the loc changes (add, modify, or delete) required at each step, compared to the all-cloud deployment. As shown in Figure 4.11, Steel provides a constant and small over head of around 2 loc per change of a service location, as only the location map needs to be updated (in Figure 4.3.1). However, current systems need 100s of loc changes, between 260–360 loc for Application 3, both to add glue components and to reconnect the services. Steel reduces over 95% of this overhead. Note that the loc is an almost constant value.

---

\(^5\)Steel modifies configuration during runtime. There is a short period of pause (≈ 10s of seconds) during reconfiguration.
Figure 4.11: Comparison of lines of config required for moving services within an application in Steel and current systems. This experiment moves services \{A,B,C,D\} in Application 3 (Figure 4.9)

for one component move, thus, when a change involves multiple components (e.g., in the placement optimizer) the total \( loc \) would be the constant overhead times the number of moving components.

4.4.4 Placement Optimization

We measured the effectiveness of our Placement optimizer using a set of multi-stage applications. We start with an all-cloud configuration, then, in an iterative manner, we shadow components, find the best ones to move and push them to the edge. The goal of this process is to reduce the cost of running an application (by pushing processing to the edge). This process is continued until the edge resources are (almost) fully utilized. Figure 4.12 shows a sample run of a multi-stage application. At each iteration, the overall cost is reduced by \( \approx 40\% \) as components move from the cloud to the edge. Along with that, the resource utilization of the edge increases from 10% to 75%.
Figure 4.12: Reduction of price and improvement of edge utilization with the placement optimizer over time.

Figure 4.13: Bandwidth consumed by the communications optimizer as network constraints are changed.
4.4.5 Communication Optimizer

We also evaluated performance of our communication optimizer module. Figure 4.13 shows the compression control module in action with replayed messages drawn from a real-world smart factory deployment. This trace begins with a generous bandwidth cap (shown in blue) that is later lowered, mimicking temporary congestion. The optimizer adapts the encoding scheme and batch size to limit its bandwidth consumption (shown in red). Although the consumption does not stay strictly under the specified cap, it does stay reasonably close (up to 2.3x at peak). When cap is finally increased, the optimizer drains its buffer of backlogged data, explaining the brief peak in bandwidth consumption before it levels off to a steady rate at the end of the trace.

4.5 RELATED WORK

Abstractions: Mobile fog [140], Beam [90], and [141] propose abstractions to hide the complexities and standardize the heterogeneity of the edge. General purpose abstractions, such as Orleans [142], have also emerged for building large-scale, elastic, and reliable applications. However, none address of integrating with existing cloud services for multi-service applications.

Edge-Cloud Frameworks: To leverage the edge, many end-to-end edge-cloud frameworks have emerged, e.g., FarmBeats for agricultural IoT, Race, and GigaSight [137, 143, 144]. Although these systems handle abstraction, deployment, and optimizations, they are each tailored for a specific use case (e.g., remote agriculture fields), and do not generalize to custom data-processing applications.

Edge Deployment: Dynamic deployment across heterogeneous edges is essential for the usability of the edge. Micro-cloud, Cloudlets, Openstack++, and others [141, 145–150] have proposed infrastructures to provide portability and dynamism using either containers or virtual machines. These infrastructures provide interoperability between edges and the cloud,
Table 4.2: Placement and data-motion optimizations in Steel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Placement</th>
<th>Data Motion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- geo-distributed and transparent processing across many locations</td>
<td>- abstracting and unifying environment and placement</td>
<td>- accessing local data and storage (instead of remote cloud)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- interactive processing experience</td>
<td>- network, device, and locality aware placement</td>
<td>- data motion reduction with adaptive batching and compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- reduced network usage w/ tolerable latency impact</td>
<td>- placement aware models for performance and cost with background profiling and a prediction engine</td>
<td>- throttled-based batching at spikes with prioritization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a crucial feature for the edge. However, this is orthogonal to the need of simplifying the development of edge-cloud applications.

**Migration and Placement:** Dynamically placing and moving computation is not a new concept. Maui and CloneCloud [151, 152] have explored this with mobiles as the edge. MigCEP [126], VM Handoff [125], and [127] optimize the dynamic migration between edges, based on different constraints, e.g., latency. These works do not support current cloud services, while works like [153] emphasize the importance of doing so. However, their approaches can be added as optimizations modules to Steel.

4.6 CONCLUSION

This chapter describes Steel, a high-level framework designed specifically for building complex data processing applications in the emerging edge-cloud environment. We design Steel to hide the complexities of developing, deploying, and monitoring data processing applications using many cloud services, and to support dynamically adapting and easily moving services back and forth between the edge and the cloud. Steel is an extensible framework where common but crucial optimizations for the edge can be built as pluggable and configurable modules. We have added two very common optimizations: placement and adaptive communication, to cope with both short and long term changes in the workload and environment. Table 4.2 summarizes the techniques used for data placement and data
motion in Steel and the requirements they satisfy.

As part of future work, we plan to further investigate other main optimizations required in an edge-cloud environment. We plan to develop efficient edge-oriented solutions for resource allocation, fault-tolerance, and load balancing and add them to Steel as pluggable modules. In addition, we are working on extending Steel’s abstraction to include service level agreements (SLAs) for latency, throughput, and availability, and incorporate these SLAs into the optimization modules.
CHAPTER 5: FREEFLOW: HIGH PERFORMANCE CONTAINER NETWORKING

In this chapter, we present FreeFlow, a solution for reaching high performance and portable networking between containers. As the popularity of container technology grows, many applications are being developed, deployed and managed as groups of containers that communicate among each other to deliver the desired service to users. However, current container networking solutions have either poor performance or poor portability, which undermines the advantages of containerization. We propose FreeFlow, a container networking solution which achieves both high performance and good portability. FreeFlow leverages two insights: first, in most container deployments a central entity (i.e. the orchestrator) exists that is fully aware of the location of each container (placement-awareness). Second, strict isolation is unnecessary among containers belonging to the same application. Leveraging these two observations allows FreeFlow to use a variety of technologies such as shared memory and RDMA to improve network performance (reducing data-motion), while maintaining full portability – and do all this in a manner that is completely transparent to application developers.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The history of all hitherto computer science is (often) the history of a struggle between isolation, portability and performance.

(With apologies to Karl Marx.)

At the dawn of computing, applications had access to (and had to manage) raw hardware. Applications were not portable, and isolation between applications was non-existent. Operating systems emerged and offered a modicum of isolation and portability. As users demanded more portability and better isolation across applications, OSes became more sophisticated, and deep layering became the norm; the modern TCP/IP stack is a classic example.
Layering improves the application’s portability across systems and types of networks, but incurs well-known performance issues [154, 155]. Soon enough, solutions like DPDK [156] and RDMA [157] emerged that traded off some portability and isolation to provide better performance. The trend continued with virtualization, which offers even more isolation, and additional portability (e.g., you can pack up and move VMs at will, even live-migrate them). In return, performance – especially the network performance is further reduced [158]. Numerous technologies have been proposed to remedy the situation (e.g., [155, 156, 158, 159]) – again at the cost of isolation and portability.

The latest step in this trend is containerization [19, 160, 161]. By wrapping a process into a complete filesystem and namespace cell, a container has everything needed to run the process, including executables, libraries and system tools. A container has no external dependencies (it only has a set of dependencies on a standard API), which makes it highly portable. The namespace of the container is isolated from other containers, eliminating worries about naming and version conflicts. Such portability and independence significantly simplifies the life cycle of a containerized application, from testing to high availability maintenance.

Unfortunately, containers too suffer the curse of having to sacrifice one or more of performance, isolation, and portability. To understand these potential performance bottlenecks, we conducted a simple experiment. We set up two Docker containers on a single server\(^1\). We consider three ways for the containers to communicate with each other: (1) *Shared Memory:* This requires special setup\(^2\) to bypass the namespace isolation, and offers the least isolation, and the least portability; (2) *Host mode:* in which a container binds an interface and a port on the host and uses the host’s IP to communicate, like an ordinary process. Hence, containers are not truly isolated as they must share the port space; and (3) *Overlay mode:* in which the host runs a software router which connects all containers on the host via a bridge network. The software routers enable overlay routing across multiple hosts to provide

\(^1\)See Section 5.5 for HW and SW details
\(^2\)We setup the shared memory data transfer through *shared memory object* in a shared IPC namespace and measure the time to pass the pointer and make one copy of the data.
maximum portability as each container can even have public IPs assigned.

Figure 5.1 is a demonstration of the fundamental tussle between portability, isolation, and performance. We make two observations from this figure. First, the throughput and latency of host and overlay modes of inter-container communication are significantly worse than the throughput and latency of shared memory based communication. The reason is obvious: both host and overlay modes require a “hairpin” path through the full TCP/IP stack.

Second, the performance of overlay networking is worse than host mode. The reason, again, is simple: in case of overlay networking, hairpinning happens twice, since the packets must traverse through the software router as well. This figure thus clearly illustrates the performance cost of isolation and portability.

As the popularity of container networking grows, this inefficiency must be addressed. On one hand, the low throughput and high latency directly impacts the overall performance of large scale distributed systems, such as big data analytics [162–165], key-value stores [166], machine learning frameworks [167], etc. On the other hand, it forces the applications to reserve substantial CPU resources to merely perform traffic processing, which significantly raises the cost of running the applications.

One may argue that there is nothing new here: virtualization suffers from similar in-
efficiencies and we know how to address them using techniques like SR-IOV [159] and NetVM [158]. Unfortunately, these ideas cannot be directly applied to the container world. SR-IOV typically scales to tens of VMs per server. In typical deployments, there are hundreds of containers per server. The cost of supporting so many containers in the NIC hardware will be prohibitive. NetVM [158] cannot be used directly with containers, since it destroys portability – it only works when two VMs are on the same server. Developers prize containers especially for their portability: indeed, one of the main selling points of containerization is that a containerized application that runs on developer’s desktop will run in the cloud without any changes! [168].

In this work we outline a solution, called FreeFlow to address this issue. Our vision is to develop a container networking solution that provides high throughput, low latency and negligible CPU overhead and fully preserves container portability in a manner that is completely transparent to application developers.

To achieve these seemingly conflicting goals, we observe an opportunity to leverage two key aspects of typical container deployments: (1) they are typically managed by a central orchestrator (E.g., Mesos, YARN and Kubernetes [21, 22, 160]) and (2) they are typically deployed over managed network fabrics (e.g., a public cloud provider). Taking advantage of these easily available additional bits of information, we sketch a roadmap of an overlay-based solution that obtains the relevant deployment-specific information from the aforementioned container orchestrator and fabric manager and use this in conjunction with the "right" I/O mechanism (e.g., shared memory when containers are co-located, vs. RDMA when they are not).

While this sounds conceptually simple, there are several architectural and system design challenges in realizing this vision in practice. In the rest of the chapter, we discuss these challenges and sketch a preliminary design. We will also present results from an early prototype.
5.2 BACKGROUND

Container technology has gained tremendous popularity [17,169,170] since it enables a fast and easy way to package, distribute and deploy applications and services.

Containers are essentially processes, but they use mechanisms as chroot [171] to provide namespace isolation. The dependencies of containerized applications are bundled together with the application, making them highly portable: they can be easily distributed and deployed [19]. Compared to VMs, containers are much more lightweight and can be initialized much faster [172,173]. Containers can be deployed both within a VM or on bare metal. Containers are supported by both Linux and Windows operating system. Docker [19] is perhaps the most popular container management system, although there are many others as well [160,161].

Most containerized applications are usually composed of multiple containers. For example, each mapper and reducer node in Hadoop [38] is an individual container. A modern web service with multiple layers (load balancers, web servers, in-memory caches and backend databases) is deployed with multiple containers in each layer. These containers are usually deployed into a multi-host server cluster, and the deployment is often controlled by a cluster orchestrator, e.g. Mesos [21] or Kubernetes [160]. Such an architecture makes it easier to upgrade the nodes or mitigate failures, since a stopped container can be quickly replaced by a new one on the same or a different host. Working as a single application, containers need to exchange data, and the network performance has a significant impact on the overall application performance [162–165]

Depending on whether containers run on bare-metal hosts or VM hosts, there are four cases any container networking solution must handle. These cases are illustrated in Figure 5.2. For maximum portability, containers today often use overlay networks. A number of software solutions are available to provide overlay fabrics, such as Weave [174] and Calico [175]. In these solutions, the host (i.e., the server or the VM) runs the software router
which connects to the NIC of the host and to the virtual interfaces of the containers on the host via a software bridge. The router also performs appropriate tunneling (encapsulation and decapsulation) to move traffic between the physical network and the overlay fabric. The router uses standard networking protocols like BGP to connect with software routers on other hosts. Containers send and receive IP packets via this overlay, and hence are agnostic to location of other containers they are communicating with.

The CPU overhead of processing packets in the software bridge, as well as in the software router (for off-host communication) is the primary performance bottleneck in overlay networks, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. This figure shows throughput and CPU utilization of two containers, running iPerf3. For Figure 5.3(a), the containers were on the same server, communicating via host mode. For Figure 5.3(b), the containers were on different servers, connected via overlay routing using Weave [174]. We vary the iPerf traffic generation rate, and plot the achieved throughput and corresponding CPU utilization. We see that in host mode, the throughput tops off at 30Gbps, while in overlay mode it is just 20Gbps. In both cases, the CPU is the bottleneck – the sender and the receiver CPUs are fully utilized.

5.3 Overview

In this section, we discuss the overall architecture of FreeFlow, and discuss the key insights that enable FreeFlow to achieve a high network performance without sacrificing portability of containers.
5.3.1 High network performance without sacrificing portability

Container deployments opt for overlay-based networking since it is most portable: a container does not have to worry about where the other endpoint is. For example, in Figure 5.4(a), Container 1 and Container 3 cannot distinguish whether Container 2 is on Host 1 or Host 2, as long as Container 2 keeps its overlay IP address (2.2.2.2) and the overlay routers know how to route packets to this IP.

Existing overlay-based container networks sacrifice performance for good portability, because traffic needs to go through a deep software stack, as shown in Figure 5.4(a). The key to achieve high performance and low overhead overlay network for containers is to avoid, in the data-plane, any performance bottlenecks such as bridges, software routers and host OS kernel. Given that containers are essentially processes, the communication channels provided by host-based IPC and hardware offloaded network transports (RDMA) give us numerous options to build a better container network. For instance, containers within a single host, like Container 1 and Container 2 in Figure 5.4(a), can communicate via a shared-memory channel, and overlay routers in different hosts can talk via RDMA (or DPDK) to bypass the performance bottlenecks. Note that communication paradigms like shared-memory and RDMA partially sacrifice the isolation of containers. However, since in most cases containers that communicate with each other are part of the same larger, distributed application...
Figure 5.4: The overall system architecture of existing overlay network and FreeFlow. Gray boxes are building blocks of FreeFlow.
deployed by a single tenant. Therefore, we believe that trading off a little isolation for a large boost in performance is acceptable. We will discuss security implications of our design in more detail later in the chapter.

Generally, one container should decide how to communicate with another according to the latter’s location, using the optimal transport for high networking performance. There are two issues to realize this key idea: (1) How to discover the real-time locations of containers; (2) How to enable containers to use different mechanisms to communicate with different peers.

One way is to solve these two issues is to depend on containerized applications themselves: the applications can discover and exchange location information and agree on a communication mechanism to use. This method requires applications to do extra work (and the code can become quite complicated, as the programmer deals with different communication methods), and hence is undesirable.

Instead, we take an alternative approach: using a (conceptually) centralized orchestrator to decide how containers should communicate, and keeping the container locations and the actual communication mechanisms transparent to containerized applications. Our key insight is that since currently most of the container clusters are managed by a centralized cluster orchestrator (e.g., Mesos, Kubernetes, and Docker Swarm)\(^3\), the information about the location of the other endpoints can be easily obtained by querying the orchestrator. By leveraging this information, we can choose the right communication paradigm for the specific scenario. Furthermore, all of the complexity of communication mechanism selection and execution can be hidden from the application by bundling it into a customized network library supporting standard network APIs. Next, we sketch the architecture of our solution.

\(^3\)They can easily be deployed on private bare-metal clusters or cloud VM clusters without any special supports from cloud providers.
5.3.2 The architecture of FreeFlow

Figure 5.4(a) shows the architecture of existing overlay networking solutions for containers. Each container has a virtual NIC that is attached to the overlay router of the host via software bridge. Different overlay routers exchange routing information and build routing tables via standard routing protocols, such as BGP. The fabric built by virtual NICs, bridges, overlay routers, physical NICs and the host network is the actual data-plane for packets traversing the overlay from container to another one. Inside each container, applications use standard network APIs to access the network. The API calls are implemented in network libraries, such as glibc for Socket API, and libibverbs for RDMA Verbs API.

FreeFlow reuses many control-plane features like IP allocation and routing implemented by existing solutions such as Weave. However, FreeFlow modifies multiple existing modules in the networking stack to achieve a smarter and more efficient data-plane.

Figure 5.4(b) shows the overall architecture of FreeFlow. The gray boxes in Figure 5.4(b) represent the three key building blocks of FreeFlow: customized network library, customized overlay router and customized orchestrator.

FreeFlow’s network library is the core component which decides which communication paradigm to use. It supports standard network programming APIs, e.g. Socket for TCP/IP, MPI and Verbs for RDMA, etc. It queries the network orchestrator for the location of the container it wishes to communicate with. Whenever possible, it uses shared memory to communicate with the other container, bypassing the overlay router. FreeFlow’s overlay routers are based on existing overlay routers. We add two new features: (1) the traffic between routers and its local containers goes through shared-memory instead of software bridge; and (2) the traffic between different routers is delivered via kernel bypassing techniques, e.g. RDMA or DPDK, if the hardware on the hosts is capable. The network orchestrator keeps track of the realtime locations of each container in the cluster. Our solution extends existing network orchestration solutions, and allows FreeFlow’s network library to query for the physical deployment location of each container.
The architecture enables the possibility to make traffic among containers flow through an efficient data-plane: shared-memory for intra-host cases and shared-memory plus kernel bypassing networking for inter-host cases.

However, we have two challenges to achieve FreeFlow’s simple vision. First, the network library of FreeFlow should naturally support multiple standard network APIs for transparency and backward compatibility. Second, for inter-host cases, overlay routers should connect the shared-memory channel with local containers and the kernel bypassing channel between physical NICs to avoid overhead caused by memory copying. In next section, we discuss how FreeFlow addresses these challenges.

5.4 DESIGN

This section presents the designs of FreeFlow’s major components. More details of each component is discussed below.

5.4.1 The network library of FreeFlow

The network library of FreeFlow is the key component which makes the actual communication paradigm transparent to applications in the containers. It has two goals: (1) supporting most common network APIs, such as Socket (TCP/IP), Verbs (RDMA), MPI (parallel computing) and so on; and (2) selecting the most efficient communication paradigm no matter which network API is used.

One straightforward way to build the network library is to develop several independent libraries each of which deals with a specific network API. For instance, we extend the socket implementation of glibc for supporting Socket API and design a new libibverbs for RDMA Verbs API. However, writing different libraries is clearly suboptimal. Instead, as shown in Figure 5.5, we merely develop a new library for RDMA API, and use existing “translation” libraries such as [176–179] to support socket and MPI APIs atop the RDMA API. Note that
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we could have made the choice the other way as well: e.g. support socket API natively and use translation libraries to support other APIs atop it. We chose RDMA API as our primary interface, since we believe that the message-oriented interface it supports maps naturally to communication patterns of many containerized applications. The shared memory IPC API also maps naturally and easily to the RDMA API.

After the network library receives calls to send data to another container, it first checks (from the network orchestrator) the receiver container’s location. If the container is on the same host, it will put the data into a shared memory block and send the pointer of the memory block to the receiver’s network library module. The latter will use correct API semantics to notify the application on the receiver container that the data is ready to read. Otherwise, if the receiver container is on a different host, the network library will share the data with the overlay router on the same host, and tell the overlay router send the data to the receiver container’s IP. Then it relies on the overlay routers to deliver the data to the destination.

5.4.2 The overlay router of FreeFlow

Overlay router has functionalities in both control-plane and data-plane. In control-plane, it allocates IP addresses for new containers according to default or manually configured
policies. It also exchanges routing information and compute routings to all containers in the cluster. FreeFlow inherits the control-plane behaviors from existing overlay network solutions.

In the data-plane, FreeFlow has its own implementation to make the data transfer more efficient. Figure 5.6 shows an example of how overlay routers deliver data from a sender container to a receiver container. As described in §5.4.1, the network library in the sender container will share the data with its local overlay router (Step 1) if the former finds that the receiver is on another host. After that, the network library will tell the overlay router to send the data to the receiver’s IP address (Step 2). The overlay router will check its routing table to find the next hop router towards the receiver (Step 3) and (Step 4) it writes the data to the next hop overlay router via RDMA (or DPDK, if available). If RDMA or DPDK are not available, normal IP communication is used. If the next hop router finds the receiver is on its host, it will share the received data with the network library on the same host and notify the latter that the data is ready to fetch (Step 5).

Note that in this design, there is only a one time data copy from one host to another host, which is unavoidable. The communications between network library and overlay router on the same host are all performed via shared-memory.

Figure 5.6: The working flow of sending data from one host to another via overlay routers in FreeFlow.
5.4.3 The network orchestrator

The main functionality of the network orchestrator is to maintain the real-time information of container locations and VM locations (if needed). Since containers are typically started and managed by a cluster orchestrator (e.g. Mesos), the container to host mapping can be easily accessed from the cluster orchestrator. FreeFlow only adds a small module into existing clusters orchestrator to allow the network library modules to query the container-to-host mapping. Note that the orchestrator can either push the mappings to network libraries, or the libraries can pull it. The two choices have different scalability implications. We are investigating this tradeoff further.

5.5 PRELIMINARY IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented a prototype of FreeFlow on a testbed of clustered bare-metal machines (Intel Xeon E5-2609 2.40GHz 4-cores CPU, 67 GB RAM, 40Gbps Mellanox CX3 NIC, CentOS 7). The prototype selects the most efficient data-plane mechanism based on the location of two containers: if the two containers are intra-host, shared-memory mechanism will be selected for data transfer, and if the two containers are inter-host, RDMA will be selected. We implemented the shared-memory via multiplexing IPC namespace, and enabled containers to use RDMA by using the host mode. We evaluated our prototype and compare it with state-of-the-art container overlay network - Weave. The results are shown in Figure 5.7. We see that the FreeFlow prototype achieves higher throughput and lower latency. The CPU utilization per bit/second is also significantly lower for FreeFlow compared to that of Weave.

5.6 RELATED WORK

Inter-VM Communication: The tussle between isolation and performance is not unique to containers. The issue has also been studied in the context of Inter-VM Com-
munication. For example, NetVM[158] provides a shared-memory framework that exploits the DPDK library to provide zero-copy delivery between VMs. Netmap[155] and VALE[180] (which is also used by ClickOS[181]) are sharing buffers and metadata between kernel and userspace to eliminate memory copies. However, these systems cannot be directly used in a containerized setting. For example, the NetVM work is applicable only to intra-host setting, constrained by the possibility of shared memory. It does not handle inter-host communication. Similarly, the Netmap and VALE solutions are sub-optimal when the VMs/containers are located on the same physical machine: shared memory provides a much more efficient communication mechanism.

**RDMA and HPC:** RDMA originated from the HPC world, in the form of InfiniBand. The HPC community proposed RDMA enablement solutions for virtualization [182] and containerization [183] technologies. These solutions are addressing the challenges in exposing RDMA interfaces to virtualized/containerized applications, treating each VM/container as if it resides on a different node.
Table 5.1: Placement and data-motion optimization in FreeFlow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Placement</th>
<th>Data Motion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- fast and high-performance container networking</td>
<td>- abstracting container placement and networking capabilities per location</td>
<td>- optimizing data-motion based on location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- transparent placement update</td>
<td>- opportunistic kernel bypassing based on hardware capabilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The HPC community has also been using shared-memory based communication [184–186] for intra-node communication. These solutions are targeting MPI processes residing on a shared non-containerized, non-virtualized machine. They do not attempt to pierce the virtualization/containerization for additional performance.

The same concepts described for FreeFlow can also be applicable for MPI run-time libraries. This can be achieved either by layering the MPI implementation on top of FreeFlow, or by implementing a similar solution in the MPI run-time library.

**General improvements:** A significant amount of work has been spent attempting to improve the performance of the networking stack [178,187,188] in various scenarios. However, none of them were aiming at optimizing the performance of networking communications between co-residing containers. While the performance of intra-node communication for containers was identified as relevant before [189], to our knowledge there was no attempt at addressing this challenge.

5.7 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, we discussed how to build a network solution for containers, named FreeFlow. It offers high performance, good portability and acceptable isolation. We sketched the design of FreeFlow which enables containers to communicate with the most efficient way according to their locations and hardware capabilities and keeps the decisions transparent to applications in containers. Table 5.1 summarizes the requirements, and placement and data-motion optimizations used in FreeFlow.
We are currently building a production version of FreeFlow, and we list a few important considerations below:

- **Live migration:** FreeFlow could be a key enabler for containers to achieve both high-performance and capability for live migration. It will require the network library to interact with the orchestrator more frequently, and may require maintaining additional per-connection state within the library. We are currently investigating this further.

- **Security and middle-box:** One valid concern for FreeFlow is how legacy middle-boxes will work for communication via shared-memory or RDMA, and whether security will be broken by using shared-memory or RDMA. We do not yet have complete answers to this issue. We envision that for security, FreeFlow would only allow shared-memory among trusted containers, for example, container belongs to the same vendor (e.g., running spark or storm). We are investigating how best to support existing middle-boxes (e.g., IDS/IPS) under FreeFlow.

- **VM environment:** So far our evaluation and prototype is based on containers running on bare-metal. But our design easily generalizes to containers deployed inside VMs. Some issues, such as efficient inter-VM communication (perhaps using NetVM [158]) need to be addressed, but we believe that it can be easily done within the context of FreeFlow design.

- **Scalability of FreeFlow:** Scalability of FreeFlow is a major focus of our ongoing work. The design proposed in §5.4 has a few potential scalability challenges. For example, overlay routers in FreeFlow may end up having to maintain per-flow state if they communicate with co-located containers using shared memory and with remote routers using RDMA – if done naïvely, the router may end up maintaining one queue pair for each pair of communicating containers. To solve this problem, we need to multiplex a single queue pair on overlay routers for multiple container sessions.
CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 SUMMARY

In this thesis, we have shown how latency-driven designs for placement and data-motion can be leveraged to build production-quality interactive applications at a global scale, while also being able to address myriad challenges on heterogeneity, dynamism, state, and availability. In doing so, we have applied a latency-driven approach at all layers of storage, processing, and networking, developing four interactive systems.

Our first contribution, Ambry (a collaboration with LinkedIn) is a geo-distributed storage system. Ambry is the mainstream production system for storing LinkedIn’s media content across the globe. Ambry’s main goal is to minimize the user-perceived latency of upload and viewing content while using resources efficiently. Ambry uses a combination of locality-aware storage, background replication, load balancing and other techniques to place data in multiple datacenters around the world, while also minimizing the cross-datacenter traffic.

Our second system, Samza (a collaboration with LinkedIn) is a stream processing system capable of handling a large amount of state along with processing. Samza is an open-source project adapted by many companies, including LinkedIn, Uber, Netflix, etc. Samza aims at processing streams of events and generating actions/outputs, at a global scale, which in turn requires stateful processing (e.g., aggregations, averages, or joins) at a massive scale. We leverage data locality, and tiered storage along with background mechanism to store and replicate state with low latency.

Our third system, Steel (a collaboration with Microsoft), extends the traditional cloud-only computation to the emerging edge computing environment. Steel leverages the locality and proximity of edge devices to data sources towards building interactive applications (in a placement optimizer), along with a load-aware background edge-cloud networking mechanism (in a communication optimizer).
Finally, our fourth contribution, FreeFlow (a collaboration with Microsoft), is a container networking technology aiming at providing fast high throughput communication. Free Flow uses container locations, hardware capabilities, and opportunistic bypassing to minimize the data movement, and in turn the networking latency.

Overall, we have shown that with latency-driven designs in placement and data-motion, such as leveraging locality, background processing, tiered data access, partitioning and parallelism, opportunistic processing, load balancing and scaling, it is practical to develop large-scale interactive systems with hundreds of millions of users around the world. Furthermore, this latency-driven approach can be used at all layers of storage, processing, and networking.

6.2 FUTURE WORK

We have studied how to build interactive systems at a global scale in a number of production systems. We suggest several directions for future work related to this thesis.

6.2.1 Extending Global Interactivity

This thesis has shown how a latency-driven approach can be used at all layers of storage, processing, and networking towards reaching interactivity. This work has focused on each layer independently. An interesting future direction would be to study a more holistic and cross-layer approach. There are potential benefits of having a integrated design, e.g., the networking mechanism that has insight into the replication mechanism of the storage system can optimize towards it. The main challenge is finding the right level of sharing across layers such that each system is still operated and managed independently.

An extension direction to this thesis is reaching the perception of one global system operating seamlessly across the globe. While this thesis has focused on interactivity and latency of individual components/systems to build such a system, there is a need for a general and comprehensive view of this problem from other angles such as fault-tolerance and
continued availability. Achieving this unified global environment would require integrating existing large-scale frameworks and building new ones that are tailored for the access patterns of global applications. A first step toward this goal would be defining and analyzing the design patterns and best practices for latency-driven designs.

This work has focused on latency as the metric of interactiveness. However, other metrics can be used as well, e.g., Quality of Experience (QoE) that focuses on users to derive priorities of task. Additionally, with the current advancements in Artificial Intelligence (AI), an interesting next step would be to try and leverage AI toward building adaptive versions of the solutions discussed in this thesis.

6.2.2 Interactive Storage

The storage system design in this work (Ambry) focused on immutable objects. The immutable nature simplifies many requirements on consistency and enables lazy techniques like background replication. A future direction would be to employ a latency-driven approach for handling inconsistencies in mutable objects.

Not all objects are equally latency-sensitive, e.g., older objects become less popular and important. Another research direction is to create hybrid sensitivity-aware approaches for both sensitive and non-sensitive objects, where resources are better utilized. Smart and dynamic use of compression, erasure coding, and compaction along with reducing replication factor can be employed to reduce the resource usage of non-sensitive objects.

6.2.3 Interactive Processing

Similar to storage, not all paths in a job are equally critical (or influential on latency). This thesis has used this concept by moving most non-critical computation out of the main processing path. However, this has been done in per-system fashion. A thought provoking direction would be to generalize these system-tailored techniques to fit many systems. Ideally,
developers should be able to indicate sensitive and non-sensitive parts of a job/framework, and the underlying system should transparently optimize the sensitive paths.

Given the many sources of dynamism and heterogeneity in the cloud, and even more in the edge, a general idealistic direction is to move toward an auto-pilot system coping with changes automatically and dynamically. A well-desired example feature is adaptive scaling of resources. Despite the many research solutions in this area [84,190–192], it still remains a fairly uncharted territory, especially when being solved in a reliable, low-overhead, and practical manner. There is an even greater need for this feature in the unreliable, varied bandwidth, and widely heterogeneous edge computing environment.

Another potential future direction is to study functional parallelism. Samza is a data parallel system, i.e., data is partitioned and processed in parallel, which is a great fit for its text-based workloads. An alternative option is functional parallelism, i.e., partitioning the processing across machines. Studying the trade-off of functional parallelism vs. data parallelism especially in the context of other workloads (e.g., media) is an interesting direction, particularly, given that the latency-consistency trade-off can have a different optimal result based on the workload (e.g., in case of a media workload).

6.2.4 Interactive Networking Mechanism

This thesis optimizes networking in a reactive manner, i.e., after a job’s container placement is determined. An interesting direction would be to make this proactive. The networking layer can leverage its global view of all data flows along with historical application runs towards a better placement, e.g., placing a pair of heavily communicating containers in the same physical machine.
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